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EDITORIAL

FROM THE EDITOR

O

K, we’ve started, but there is a long way to go. Last year,
renewables accounted for 17% of generation in Australia. Of
that, large-scale solar made up 1.2% of renewable generation,
or 0.2% of all electricity generated.
Doesn’t sound like much, does it? And you can imagine what
they’re saying in some boardrooms. In 2016, solar plants turned out
20 thousandths of the electricity Australians used last year. Old man
coal must be feeling pretty confident – and the gas guys won’t be
worried at all.
But something else is happening, slowly but surely.
About $7 billion worth of clean energy projects are underway and
the Finkel Review has finally landed on desks in Canberra to focus a
few minds. Ultimately, it’s clear renewable energy will win on a base
argument of raw economics. And if you look at it that way, there
really is no argument at all.
In this issue of EcoGeneration we have a look around the country
to see who’s building what, because the wheel is turning now.
We have a report from the muddy slopes of the White Rock Wind
Farm (page 52), a round-up of views of the big construction
companies (page 54) and an idea of what happens when a sculptor
turns to solar (page 66).
There’s also encouraging PV cell research from UNSW (page 28)
and a deep look at what demand response can do (on page 34).
There’s much else, of course, because clean energy is a good story
that’s nowhere near its end.

Jeremy Chunn
EcoGeneration editor
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NEWS IN BRIEF
NEW TECHNOLOGY, NEW PROJECTS, NEW IDEAS

2GW WIND FARM PROPOSED OFF GIPPSLAND COAST
Victorian-based developer Offshore
Energy is planning the development of
Australia’s first offshore wind farm off the
coast of Gippsland, eastern Victoria.
Development of the Star of the South
Energy Project is at an early stage but as
currently proposed would have a total
investment value about $8 billion, include
up to 250 turbines within a 574-squarekilometre area in Commonwealth waters
off the coast of Gippsland and have a total
capacity of at least 2,000MW.
The company says the project could
deliver 8,000GWh of electricity a year,
about 18% of Victoria’s power usage or

enough to power 1.2 million homes.
Offshore Energy managing director Andy
Evans gave EcoGeneration a quick profile
of what he hopes will be Australia’s first
offshore wind farm.
“Key advantages of offshore wind
include the higher capacity factor, more
consistent generation profile, potential for
larger projects and the avoidance of
issues associated with using land — such
as, competing uses or social issues that
arise with all land-based energy
generation,” Evans said.
Preliminary planning and environmental
study by WSP/Parsons Brinckerhoff show

there are no unmanageable environmental
or permitting issues, he said.
“Available data indicates strong,
consistent winds in the proposed
exploration area, which is at seabed
depths of 20-40 metres. Substantial
additional data capture would be a key
component of the feasibility study that will
be undertaken if Offshore Energy is
granted the required rights by the
Commonwealth. Tide and wave impact,
especially on construction, will be
investigated during the feasibility period.”
Proximity to existing transmission in
Victoria was a key attraction, he said.

SONNEN LAUNCHES VIRTUAL POWER PLANT
German battery maker Sonnen is the latest entrant to the local
peer-to-peer energy trading market with sonnenFlat, which offers
participants electricity at a capped rate in return for the right to
access surplus stored energy to sell into the wholesale market.
The packages vary from 7,500kWh a year for $360 ($30 a
month) sold to households with 5kW of solar and 8kWh of storage,
to 12,500kWh a year for $600 ($50 a month) sold to owners of
systems with 10kW of solar and 12kWh of storage.
The program is open to owners of Sonnen batteries.
In Australia, about 700 Sonnen batteries are fitted mostly to
residential solar systems in Melbourne and Sydney, but in
Germany participants in sonnenFlat include wind farms and
bioenergy plants where Sonnen storage is used.

The Munich-based company launched the offer in Germany and
Italy, its biggest markets, last year.
It’s been attracted to Australia for the attractive combination of
high solar penetration and rising wholesale electricity prices.
The maker says it needs about 2,000 participants in Australia
for sonnenFlat to “have scale”, so it’s hoping for another 1,300
sales to kick the program off.
Next year, it expects a 300% increase in sales or a total 8,000
units across Australia, with sales doubling annually thereafter.
If all goes well it will start manufacturing in Australia, Sonnen
CEO Christoph Ostermann told EcoGeneration during a visit to
Australia in early July.
“We are taking utilities out of business,” Ostermann said.

CAN’T WAIT FOR THE NEXT EDITION OF ECOGENERATION?
Sign up for the FREE weekly newsletter and check out our website at ecogeneration.com.au
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NEWS IN BRIEF

INDUSTRY CALLS FOR
DEMAND RESPONSE

ARENA TESTS CST
The Australian Renewable Energy Agency has set out its plans
for seeking industry information as the first step in exploring
how concentrated sunlight could generate reliable, affordable
renewable energy with built-in storage for our national grids.
The new call aligns with the federal government’s offer to
make up to $110 million available for an equity investment to
accelerate and secure delivery of a concentrated solar thermal
(CST) project in Port Augusta.
ARENA CEO Ivor Frischknecht said that while CST could
provide reliable renewable energy on demand, further
investigation and funding was needed for the technology to
achieve commercialisation in Australia.
“The benefits of CST will become increasingly important as
more renewables enter our grid, particularly in regions like
South Australia that already have high levels of wind and solar
PV generation,” Frischknecht said.
“Solar thermal plants operate more like traditional fossil
fuel power plants than wind turbines or solar PV farms. They
can contribute to network stability and reliability through
built-in storage and inertia provided by a conventional
turbine,” he said.
CST has not yet reached a point where it is cost-competitive
with other forms of new-build power generation.
ARENA is requesting information from prospective industry
participants on the costs and benefits of CST.

The Australian Renewable Energy Agency and the Australian
Energy Market Operator will pilot a demand response initiative
this summer to manage electricity supply during peaks.
The three-year program will be trialled in South Australia
and Victoria to free up temporary supply during extreme
weather and unplanned outages. The program will initially aim
to secure 100MW of demand response capacity with potential
to be scaled up in years ahead.
ARENA expects to commit up to $22.5 million over three
years to the pilot.
Demand response involves paying consumers to reduce
their energy consumption on request during peak periods or
emergencies, freeing up electricity supply.
AEMO chief executive Audrey Zibelman said this pilot
program will help the electricity system to manage peak
demand in real-time, without the need for new fossil fuel
generation. “From Texas to Taiwan, demand response has
been proven to be a cost-effective way to manage demand at
peak times and acts as a contingency to avoid disruptive
power outages,” Zibelman said.
During an emergency or extreme peak, those who
participate could be called upon by AEMO to switch off or
reduce their electricity use temporarily, and would receive a
further compensation payment.
Energy Efficiency Council CEO Luke
Menzel called it “a breakthrough moment”.
“Where demand response gets exciting is
when you can do it quickly and at scale,”
he said. “The technology now exists for
sophisticated and substantial demand
response, enabled by aggregators that
combine many different sites
together into ‘portfolios’ that
provide flexible, secure and
stable demand response.”

Take part in the clean energy revolution

SUBSCRIBE TO

Six issues for $65, straight to your desk
Details at ecogeneration.com.au/magazine
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INDUSTRY UPDATE

Finkel re-energises
national debate
Bipartisan support for the Chief Scientist’s recommendations
would show a green light to investors in renewables, writes
Clean Energy Council chief executive Kane Thornton.

T

Kane Thornton has more than a
decade’s experience in energy policy
and leadership in the development
of the renewable energy industry.
Deconstructing industry trends and
movements as well as federal and state
renewable policies for the benefit of
the wider industry, Kane’s column is
a regular feature in EcoGeneration.
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he release of the final report into the
future of Australia’s energy system by
the Chief Scientist Dr Alan Finkel
marks an important moment in the long
debate about Australia’s energy policy.
It remains to be seen whether the 50
recommendations in the Finkel Report will
provide the turning point for the
modernisation of Australia’s energy system
or end up as another failed attempt to bridge
the political divide to deliver credible and
lasting energy policy.
Dr Finkel’s final report had the
unenviable task of navigating treacherous
political waters in search of an outcome that
would bring Australia’s energy system into
the 21st century. It did an admirable job.
At its heart is a coherent and sensible plan
that presents one of the last best hopes we
have for finally landing some enduring
energy policy to underpin new investment
and reform the energy market.

TARGETING CLEAN ENERGY
Of the report’s recommendations the most
important for the energy and business
sectors was the proposal of a Clean Energy
Target (CET). A CET would award
certificates to new power plants that are

able to produce electricity below a certain
level of carbon emissions, encouraging the
energy sector to help Australia meet its
emissions reduction targets.
If done right, the CET could extend the
current investment boom in the renewable
energy sector – which includes more than
$7.5 billion of projects which are either
under construction or where construction
will start in 2017 – by providing the muchneeded long-term confidence that investors
require to continue investing in new clean
energy projects.
Without such a measure, the strong
momentum we have worked so hard to build
could quickly dissipate. With the current
Renewable Energy Target (RET) set to peak
in 2020, the status quo means investment
could grind to a halt, as it did during and in
the wake of the 2015 RET review. While
many detailed design considerations need to
be worked through, the CET could be the
answer the energy industry has been
searching for.
Dr Finkel’s report included a vast suite of
policy and regulatory reforms that are
necessary to modernise our energy system.
While many of the reforms proposed are
long overdue, reforms such as the generator
www.ecogeneration.com.au
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reliability obligations will need to be
carefully considered to ensure they do not
act as punitive measures that stifle
innovation and unnecessarily drive up costs.

OVER TO THE POLITICIANS
Now that Dr Finkel has delivered his final
report, the focus has shifted to Australia’s
politicians. And as our experience from the
past decade of political feuding and inaction
over climate and energy policy has shown,
the implementation of an enduring energy
policy based on the Finkel Report will be
the most challenging aspect of this process.
However, there are positive signs that
the Chief Scientist’s report could help to
break the political deadlock on energy
and climate policy that has killed off four
prime ministers.
The reaction to the report from both sides
of politics has been open-minded and
supportive, with Prime Minister Malcolm
Turnbull, Energy Minister Josh Frydenberg
and federal cabinet all endorsing the its
recommendations and the Opposition
offering its bipartisan support.
At the time of writing, the Coalition party
room had offered in-principle support for all

but one of the recommendations – the
adoption of the CET.
The report has also been backed by
the electricity sector, peak business groups
and major energy users, who have urged
the government to support the
recommendations to ensure the security,
reliability and affordability of Australia’s
electricity system.
Despite this widespread support, a small
number of government backbenchers

It seems that our political leaders may
have finally realised they must take decisive
action if we are to end the crisis facing the
Australian energy sector.
With more than half of Australia’s coal
generation beyond its expected operating
life and gas in the middle of an affordability
crisis, the Finkel Report provides us with a
one-time-only opportunity to modernise
our energy fleet and end the decade-long
fight over energy policy.

Skyrocketing household electricity bills and the
threat of summer blackouts mean the worst
outcome for energy consumers and suppliers alike
would be status quo on energy policy.
remain opposed to the report’s findings,
noting few of them appear to have actually
read the report.
But skyrocketing household electricity
bills and the threat of summer blackouts
mean the worst outcome for energy
consumers and suppliers alike would be
status quo on energy policy.

If we fail to capitalise on this opportunity
or allow it to again fall victim to political
ideologues, the consequences will be
disastrous. As an industry, we must do all
we can to end the energy policy debate once
and for all and establish an energy market
with a stable investment environment,
affordable prices and reliable supply.
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ENERGY SUPPLY

Blackouts are not fun, as these residents of
Brooklyn would attest. Some households in
New York were without power for a week
after Hurricane Sandy hit in 2012.

Energy security: it’s time to
start doing things differently
The economics of
renewables is not
in question, writes
Clean Energy Council
director of smart energy
Darren Gladman, but as
clean generation sources
replace coal the issue from
here on is security of supply.

Darren
Gladman is
director of
smart energy at
the Clean
Energy Council.
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O

ne of the big challenges with talking
about energy security is that the
term means very different things to
different people. Power engineers for
example think about the term very
differently to most of the media or
politicians, who as a general rule don’t
engage with the more technical elements
that are part of the energy security story.
Such was the case with the
comprehensive review of our energy
security by the Chief Scientist Dr Alan
Finkel. The public debate focused on longterm policy and Dr Finkel’s proposed Clean
Energy Target. But it was only one of the 50
recommendations from possibly the most
comprehensive set of reforms since the
design of the National Electricity Market.
One thing we do know is that as more and
more renewable energy is added to the
power system, we will have to do things
very differently. This is true of power
generation and supply, as well as some of the
grid stabilising services which are currently
provided by older power plants.
In February, NSW managed to avoid
major blackouts by a whisker during a
heatwave. Speaking about the day in
question, the state’s energy, resources and

utilities minister, Don Harwin, told a
Committee for Economic Development of
Australia event: “Clean energy performed as
forecast. Thermal generation did not.”
Extreme heat puts a strain across the
whole system. In this case, 2GW of coal and
gas went missing in action when it was most
needed. Harwin said the event posed
serious questions about the reliability of
coal and gas supplies, and questioned the
“old paradigm” about the importance of
baseload power. It is important to note that I
am not quoting some overly-enthusiastic
environmentalist – this is a senior member
of a conservative government.
But it’s also true that variable renewables
are, well, variable. This obviously creates its
own challenges, which can be addressed
through initiatives such as the 100MW of
battery capacity the South Australian
Government plans to commission by the
start of next summer.

BEYOND THE TECHNOLOGY WARS
If we can accept that we need to
dramatically reduce emissions in our power
system in order to deal with climate change,
then we will continue to move away from
coal power towards clean energy in the
www.ecogeneration.com.au
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decades ahead. It helps that new wind and
solar projects can produce cheaper
electricity than gas-fired power, and at less
than half the price of a new coal plant.
But this also means a range of
technologies with very different properties
when it comes to grid stabilising services
such as frequency control and inertia. A
range of reforms is required to allow these
new technologies to fully participate in
these areas and provide critical services to
the energy market. This can mean tapping
into the fast frequency response that
batteries and solar inverters can provide, as
well as using the mechanical energy from
wind turbines.

KEEPING THE LIGHTS ON
NEXT SUMMER
Multiple energy security events from
September 2016 to the end of summer this
year showed there is a lot of work to do –
and the fix isn’t always as simple as making
sure there is enough power generation to
meet the amount of power demanded by the
country’s homes and businesses.
We had a once-in-50-years storm that
took down more than 20 huge electricity
towers in South Australia, issues with

www.ecogeneration.com.au
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the sensitivity of wind farm software
settings, and coal and gas generators that
didn’t work properly when confronted with
extreme heat.
At one point last summer, a software
glitch from SA Power Networks led to
90,000 homes in Adelaide being switched
off for half an hour – three times more than
were actually required.
It was later revealed that the Australian
Energy Market Operator (AEMO) was using
private weather modelling instead of official
forecasts from the Bureau of Meteorology.
With a couple of degrees’ difference
separating the two estimates, a gas plant
was idle that could have been used to
prevent the blackout altogether.
The new head of AEMO, Audrey
Zibelman, has personally said that there is
no energy crisis and that the electricity
system will soldier on during the coming
summer. But she knows the heat will be on,
and not just the kind that sees millions of us
heading for the beach over Christmas.
Dr Finkel recommended that AEMO
publish an independent third-party review
of its efforts to prepare for next summer by
the end of September this year.
The Clean Energy Council supports this

recommendation, and we also support the
many actions AEMO is taking before the
temperature starts to climb again.

SUPPLY MORE OR USE LESS
A good example of this is the demand
management work AEMO is undertaking
with the Australian Renewable Energy
Agency. Under the program, AEMO will pay
homes and businesses to lower their energy
use during periods of extreme demand for
electricity, freeing up extra capacity and
reducing the strain on the system.
“We need to find new, smarter ways of
coping with spikes in demand and volatility
as we move towards an electricity system
with more variable renewable energy
supply,” said ARENA chief executive Ivor
Frischknecht.
“Instead of building a power plant that is
only switched on a few hours or days a year,
demand response will allow us to reduce
energy consumption during peak demand
while also reducing energy costs and
emissions for consumers. It’s a win-win.”
We don’t pretend renewable energy is the
same as coal and gas. To ensure the security
of our energy system long into the future,
it’s time to start doing things differently.
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UTILITY-SCALE STORAGE

As more utility-scale storage is planned for, the
various technologies will compete on performance.
The problem is, many haven’t been around that long.

Only a free flow of data
will benefit battery buyers
An Australian maker of vanadium flow batteries says only an informed market can make
the best decisions about investing in utility-scale storage solutions.

A

s costs drop in the world of energy
storage and the technology matures,
any purchase made today runs the
risk of looking expensive in the years ahead.
The key to getting it right is identifying
systems that offer modular flexibility, says
Australian Vanadium managing director
Vincent Algar.
“We’ve solved the generation problem
– we have efficient cells and efficient wind
technology – but is storage technology at its
peak? Absolutely not,” Algar says. “So many
people will say, I’m not going to buy a device
today because in two years’ time there’s
going to be a better device and it’s going to
be cheaper.”
The risk, he says, is in buying an inflexible
solution which hasn’t been tested through
years of experience. “Trying to find good
data about how long [lithium batteries] will
really last, what is their true safety
situation, and if I really smash ’em, what’s
going to happen? We haven’t done it; we
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haven’t been there long enough,” he says.
Lab tests are all very well, but real world
applications will make or break the
reputations of all the various battery makers
lining up to appeal to buyers will deep
pockets. “Different things happen in the real
world, and they happen with a whole bunch
of other factors that screw things up.”
Algar is a bit of a rarity in the clean energy
world in that he’s a miner and a battery
maker, operating the vanadium flow battery
brand VSun. If the market for vanadium
flow batteries takes off, he can take the
resource from the ground in Meekatharra,
Western Australia, make vanadium
electrolyte and start cracking. If flow
batteries turn out to be a fringe technology,
the vanadium is still good for steel-making
and chemicals.
“It enables us to offset that ‘miner’ tag by
putting it [the mined resource] into a more
useful space,” he says. “I think it’s important
miners do it.”
www.ecogeneration.com.au
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UTILITY-SCALE STORAGE

Vanadium flow batteries are an Australian
invention, the brainchild of Emeritus
Professor Maria Skyllas-Kazacos of UNSW.
The technology is not unique to VSun.

THE LONG RUN
Algar’s hoping that as the market settles
vanadium flow batteries will shine through
for their stamina. As time ticks by, he
expects various types of battery to look a
little less exciting as operating costs stack
up. “This issue of duration, or age, is really
critical,” he says. “If you bought a car you’d
know [at purchase] how long it would last
you; that it would be 200,000km at the most
and that you should probably get rid of it
around 80,000km.
“We know that intuitively with a car,
but we don’t know that at all with a
storage system.”
Until years and years more data are
available, consumers are left in the fog. Until
then, the longer we wait the more we’ll
know. Buyers of residential systems are
more likely to buy in the near term to act on
immediate savings, he says.
The company is working with Austrian
battery manufacturer Gildemeister on
designing a 5kW residential system it hopes
will deliver around 20kWh (Gildemeister
also makes flow batteries under the
CellCube brand, shown below). “Your selfconsumption ability is then 100%,” he says.
“At 20kWh at 5kW I could go to zero and not
touch the grid.”
That’s a lot of energy, and some in the
industry might say that when households

with smart systems start trading solar
power with one another the typical
household battery won’t need to be that big.
Algar sees it another way. “If you’re trading
with each other, you don’t need a battery at
all,” he says, pointing to the example of
commercial and industrial solar sold
cheaply to households on the weekends.
“I think peer-to-peer trading is a fantastic
idea and I love the Reposit opportunity and
[Power Ledger’s] bitcoin model – it’s
definitely going to be the way to go.
Whether the utilities let that happen or not
is a different story,” he says. As a selfconsumer, however, “the more I have in
terms of kilowatt hours to use at my will is

Above: Vincent Algar doesn’t relish the due diligence
task faced by utility-scale battery buyers.

important to me – and if I’m trading, it’s still
good to have more kilowatt hours.”
The ability to scale storage capacity will
put vanadium flow batteries in a good light,
he says, where the incremental cost drops as
the energy capacity rises. “With a flow
battery you have the same power
requirement, you just keep adding units of
liquid to make it bigger,” says Algar,
speaking to EcoGeneration during the
Australian Energy Storage Conference and
Exhibition in Sydney in June.

SHOW US THE NUMBERS

Above: Gildemeister’s CellCube batteries use flow technology pioneered in Australia.
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Modularity is the key, he says, where it
needs to be cost effective to either
incrementally increase capacity or power.
“You need to have those two things
separate, as opposed to having them in the
same box.”
As a taxpayer who is subsidising research
into storage via ARENA funding, Algar says
he’d like to see more knowledge shared
around by R&D departments of batterymakers. West Australian company
Magellan’s website is a terrific source of
data on large and small integrations, but
there should be more of it. “And then you get
some people who don’t tell you a thing,” he
says. “There are different rules ARENA
applies to different people.”
If utility-scale storage is going to prove
itself, everything should be out in the open.
“There’s a cloud of hype and a lack of
technical data, but you can’t tell the one
from the other.”
www.ecogeneration.com.au
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5 MINUTES WITH

5 minutes
with Kerim Mekki
Jacobs group manager of power transmission and distribution Dr Kerim Mekki talks about the
possibilities of utility-scale storage and why Australia reminds him of Africa.
How are you involved in the surge of wind
and solar projects this year and next?
We are the purchasing manager and owner’s
engineer on the AGL Silverton wind farm and
worked on the Nyngan and Broken Hill solar
plants, 153MW of utility-scale solar. As
consultants we are mostly here to provide
engineering services; we support clients
from an early stage to commissioning.
Are your clients thinking about storage?
We’ve done one of the first large battery
storage systems, which is bigger than 25MW.
It’s quite a progressed project, near
commissioning stage, but that’s all I can tell
you. The difficulty with battery storage is it
all tends to be quite confidential.

Dr Kerim Mekki is group manager of
power transmission and distribution at
Jacobs Australia.

What role do you see batteries filling?
The next interesting phase in Australian
networks and markets will be how the
batteries provide synthetic inertia and how
that will promote more penetration of
renewables in the system.
But some people say batteries can’t
provide inertia…
Yes and no. The battery systems respond so
fast that the concept of inertia is gone.
Before your primary control steps in
everything is driven by inertia; the concept
of synthetic inertia is not the optimal
response really from a battery system but
the frequency control. It’s a high-performing
piece of equipment and the fact that it’s so
fast to respond makes it an excellent tool.
What is the best use for storage?
I see a very powerful use of batteries in
replacing spinning reserve, typically in a
power plant. If you have five turbines
running you will keep one at a low
generation point so that if a unit trips it can
pick up the slack and avoid any frequency
drama. Typically this spinning reserve
thermal unit is operating at a low point, so
it’s very inefficient. That’s a function battery
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storage can provide easily. Suddenly if there
is an event the battery comes into the
picture and compensates for the time to
start another unit — 5 minutes, 20 minutes
— and provides spinning reserve capability.
That is a very smart use of battery storage.

Is the technology advanced enough?
Yes. I’ve been working on this about six
months. I wouldn’t have said yes in the first
two months but now, yes, I’ve seen how
capable it is.
Does existing transmission limit
opportunities for projects?
The network design of the last 50 years
wasn’t meant for distributed generation. A
typical example is the limitation you will find
in different areas of the network, where the
operation is at 220kV. Being at 275kV will
allow a lot of renewable scale projects to be
viable. There are bottlenecks at the moment
for projects to connect. Around the Hunter
Valley in NSW there is acknowledgment that
one renewable project by itself won’t be able
to pay for the infrastructure for it to connect
but if there is a mass of them in one location
there can be a mechanism to get connection
at a decent price.
What’s your background in renewables?
I’m a product of the French Engineering
School and have been moving around for
five years in developing countries working
on World Bank projects — Afghanistan,
Morocco, Egypt, Algeria, Swaziland, Togo,
Benin, Burkina-Faso, Romania. Mostly we
were rebuilding assets after civil wars. If you
look at the way Australian networks operate
— the way the loads are distributed and the
length of line — there are a lot of similar
issues in Africa because the density of
population is not that high and it’s not
unusual to have to bring a couple of
hundreds megawatts over a thousand
kilometres, which you won’t find in Europe,
North America or most of Asia.
www.ecogeneration.com.au
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RESIDENTIAL SYSTEMS

Drop the hype and
sell the benefits of batteries
The Australian solar-and-storage market is a complex environment, says Nathan Dunn of Enphase,
where the benefits have to be sold at every link in the supply chain.

I

t sounds very simple, says Enphase
managing director for Asia-Pacific
Nathan Dunn. The goal is to make sure
the consumer buys the right solution. The
only trouble is that clean energy is not a
consumer-driven market, it’s a “marketdriven market” where a manufacturer sells
to a wholesaler who sells to a retailer who
sells to an installer who sells to a
householder or business owner.
All along the chain, the incentives and
value propositions are slightly different.
“There is no single go-to-market strategy
that can be implemented across the entire
industry,” Dunn says. “You have to be focused
on delivering a solution to each one of the
different folks within the value chain.”
When the solar industry peaked around
2010 to 2012 it was essentially driven by
incentives for people to connect and put
systems on their homes through
government subsidies and very generous
feed-in tariffs, he says. It was a fine time to
sell solar – and make money – without
necessarily delivering the true value that

A little bit of consultation with the customer
increases the likelihood an optimally-sized
system will be installed.
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the consumer was looking for. “As part of
the maturation of the industry that kind of
focus on the end customer is what’s required
now,” Dunn says.
Commercial solar PV systems make
immediate sense to owners who generally
have daytime operations, but regardless of
the high penetration of residential solar in
Australia its benefits are still a bit vague. If
you’re out all day and don’t have a battery,
what’s the point of having panels?
“There’s a focus on helping [consumers]
understand how to maximise the value
they’re getting out of the grid support and try
to offset that ever present challenge of
increasing their electricity costs,” Dunn says.
“For us it’s about a solution and working with
the end customer to give them the best
possible outcome.”
Storage is slowly gaining ground but
consumers are bound to struggle with the
technology. The case for bigger capacity
doesn’t always add up, and as more users are
connected by intelligent software that
includes weather forecasting abilities it may

work out that optimal battery sizes are much
smaller than benchmarks used today.
Dunn chooses his words around optimal
battery sizing carefully. “The proposition
around bigger is better … to me does not
make sense.”
More than half Enphase batteries being
fitted are in retrofits, he says, in PV systems
that were most probably installed a few
years ago and are around 1.5kW to 3kW. The
average system these days is about 5.5kW to
6kW, but Dunn says a family of four with a
3kW solar-and-storage system can definitely
offset evening peak charges.
“Anything larger than 3-4.5kW of PV
generation is probably too much [for a
household of four],” he says. “In the absence
of absolute data, the anecdotal feedback
we’ve had from the market is that customers
don’t necessarily know what they want; they
just know that energy storage is something
that will benefit them.”
So why are systems commonly bigger
than 5kW when he says in many cases 3kW
may be enough? It’s about the difference
between what the consumer needs and
what’s being sold to them, he says, and about
how systems are sold.
“How many installers, how many retailers
sit down to ask those questions to get
straight to the point [of selling an
appropriately-sized system]? I don’t know if
there’s a lot of that going on.”
If an installer can collect about four
weeks’ load and generation data from a PV
household there’s a much better chance of
sizing a storage solution fit for purpose.
“You don’t need to buy a 3.5kWh big unit to
go on the side of the house just because you
think it’s cool.”
The reason the storage market is so
opaque, he says, is because it’s so young.
“It’s nowhere near as big as the hype
would suggest.”
www.ecogeneration.com.au
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PROFILE

Australia enters age
of ‘informed’ solar
GoodWe Australia operations and service manager Mike Zhang talks about the outlook
for residential solar and the benefits of getting the best fit for storage.

The residential solar PV market in
Australia has slowed since the peak in
2011 and 2012. What is your outlook?
Without the huge government feed-in tariff
incentive people are starting to consider solar
installation more carefully, rather than the
“rush installation age” from the last few
years. Now people can make a more informed
decision after comparing different products
on the market. I am glad to see such a trend
leading the whole solar industry to a healthier
and more sustainable development model.
Commercial and utility-scale systems are
increasing but residential is still the major
market we focus on. Our increasing sales of
small residential products proves that.
What is the best way to make the
benefits of storage clear to consumers?
We give our consumers a detailed estimation
on their load profile at the beginning, which
covers consumer’s power usage on a yearly
basis. Usually consumers use their electricity
bill as the sole reference for estimation. In
our view it does not work precisely as it does
not contain key information such as actual
electricity usage. What is worse, the power
suppliers do not reveal such information on
the bills until you approach them to do so,
which makes long processing delays.
To help our consumers have better
understanding of storage products, we have
developed a new monitor system which can

Mike Zhang
is operations
and service
manager at
GoodWe
Australia.
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record at the energy meter and report to our
database regularly. Besides that, we have
launched a new product enabling our
consumers to monitor usage load on a
minute-by-minute level and view the load
curve on our web portal. Based on this data,
consumers and retailers are confident about
choosing the best option on solar panels and
the size of batteries that suit their needs best.
What work are you doing to help
installers understand storage?
Installers are increasingly interested in
storage systems. We provide ongoing
professional training for our installers
nationwide to ensure we always deliver
quality products and services to our end users,
particularly with the present market trend
shifting from normal grid-tied to storage. We
provide our comprehensive installation guide
to all installers on our database.
GoodWe offers regular [CEC accredited]
training sessions to installers on product
design, installation and commissioning
across Australia. In order to give them a
better picture about our products, we offer
practical opportunities for installers to
commission GoodWe products.
What benefits of solar PV are sometimes
overlooked by system owners?
A PV system is a reliable investment. If the
electricity prices keep rising, and total
system equipment and installation costs keep
dropping, the payback time for investing in a
solar system will be sharply reduced. To
these customers who have solar systems for a
few years and have the high feed-in tariff
incentive, they can just upgrade their solar
system to include storage, thus saving more
money on electricity bills.
How can an owner know if the installed
system is operating properly?

We note that most inverters come with
different ways of monitoring. To record the
accurate data and performance on a day-today basis, we always recommend customers to
connect inverters to their home ethernet or
wifi. Such connection will enable consumers
to monitor their system online through our
apps and website portals. In the event that
they find some unknown problem and need
our assistance, our support engineers can
access their database and get it rectified.
There are going to be many utility-scale
solar projects built this year and next in
Australia. What are the challenges to
such steep growth?
Finance is always the first challenge in the
utility-scale solar projects. From my
perspective, ensuring a project’s healthy
finance from the start until completion is a
big task for the project organizers.
Furthermore, although there are plenty of
well-trained engineers on residential and
commercial levels, skilled engineers with
prior experience on the utility scale level are
in high demand.
Are you gearing up for a busy few years?
GoodWe is growing. We have been trading
in Australia, the United Kingdom, the
Netherlands and other countries around the
globe. We are proud to have become one of
the top three quality inverter manufacturers
throughout China and offer a full range of
products covering single-phase residential
market, three-phase commercial market as
well as the residential storage market.
In the upcoming years, GoodWe will
continue introducing more products with
new technology. In July we will launch the
new retrofit storage solution (S-BP), which
is an AC coupling solution for customers
with an existing solar system who wish to
upgrade to storage.
www.ecogeneration.com.au
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SOLAR R&D

Hydrogenation a
hundredfold booster
shot for solar cells
State-of-the-art efficiency can be coaxed out of commercial silicon solar cells using
a method pioneered in Australia, writes Stuart Wenham of UNSW.

S

ilicon solar cell technology has
developed at an unprecedented rate in
recent years, both in terms of
improving cell performance and also in
lowering costs. The cells have market share
well over 90%.
Of particular importance is the Passivated
Emitter and Rear Cell (PERC), a recently
commercialised cell technology which
originated from the University of New
South Wales (UNSW) in Australia. The
market share for the PERC cell is increasing
rapidly and it is expected to dominate
internationally within several years.
The technology was invented at UNSW
in the 1980s and developed during the
1990s by a research team led by professors
Martin Green and myself, Stuart Wenham.
The success of the technology in the lab
took silicon cell efficiencies from about
18%, where they had stalled during the
1970s, up to about 25% by 2010.
Interestingly, while the PERC cells were
achieving 25% efficiency in the lab,
commercial silicon solar cells were only

achieving about 16% efficiency in
production. About 20 years later,
commercial silicon solar cells are finally
successfully adopting the PERC technology,
leading to commercial cell efficiencies
rapidly closing in on the 25% efficiency
target set in the lab 20 years earlier.
Perhaps even more importantly than the
whopping 50% performance increase over
this period, economies of scale,
manufacturing innovation and new
technology have collectively led to price
reductions of more than 90% to the point
where silicon photovoltaics can now
generate electricity in most locations worldwide more cheaply than conventional
energy sources.

COST CONUNDRUM
One of the main reasons for its slow
introduction commercially has been the
excessive cost of the high-quality silicon
wafers used for making the recordefficiency PERC solar cells in the lab. To
succeed commercially, wafer costs had to be

The breakthrough makes
it possible for hydrogen
to move up to 100,000
times more easily within
silicon to find defects.

Right: This laser-based prototype industrial tool from DR Laser in China
uses the advanced hydrogenation technology for passivating defects
and contaminants in low-cost silicon.
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reduced to less than 1% of those used in
achieving the record 25% efficient lab cells.
Initially this cost reduction was achieved
only by significantly compromising the
quality of the wafers, making the pursuit of
the high-efficiency attributes of the PERC
technology pointless.
Without good-quality wafers, the wellpassivated front and back surfaces and the
well-passivated metal/silicon interfaces of
the PERC technology provide little
improvement in performance.
This is where the new advanced
hydrogenation technology developed by the
same UNSW team has had a major impact.
This technology, based on the use of
lasers to control the charge state of
hydrogen atoms within the silicon wafer,
has been heralded as a “breakthrough for
silicon photovoltaics” by the UK Institution
of Engineering and Technology when it
awarded me the 2013 A.F. Harvey
Engineering Prize.

ATOMIC-SCALE FIX
It has been known for decades that
hydrogen atoms within silicon can be
positively, neutrally or negatively charged
and that each defect or imperfection within
the silicon can potentially be fixed or healed
by hydrogen atoms provided they are in the
correct charge state.
The breakthrough, however, has only
come in recent years when the UNSW team
developed new technology for controlling
the charge state of the hydrogen atoms,
making it possible for the hydrogen to move
up to 100,000 times more easily within the
silicon to find defects, while also being
more reactive to more easily passivate or
fix such defects.
www.ecogeneration.com.au
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SOLAR R&D

The power of this technology to improve
the quality of low-cost silicon wafers is still
being explored and exploited, with wafers
already being improved in quality by the
hydrogen by as much as 100 times.
This potential is demonstrated in the
diagram below, where a low-quality
upgraded metallurgical-grade (UMG)
silicon wafer receives successive advanced
hydrogenation processes, each controlling
the hydrogen atoms in different ways to
passivate different types of imperfections,
thereby transforming the silicon wafer into
one of more than 100 times higher quality.
The photoluminescence image for the
wafer after each process is shown, with the
blue/black colours representing very poor
quality silicon while the yellow represents
very good quality silicon that is able to make
high efficiency solar cells.
By applying the same advanced
hydrogenation treatments to finished reject
solar cells of very low efficiency, significant
improvements in the silicon wafer quality
can still be achieved, with significant
corresponding improvements in cell
efficiency achieved.

CHEAP UPGRADES

V02 equiv(mV)

Perhaps more importantly, for the first time
low-cost commercial wafers are able to
receive this advanced hydrogenation
treatment to transform their quality into
approaching that of the wafers used by
UNSW 20 years earlier when achieving
record 25% efficient PERC cells in the lab,
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Above: A schematic of a PERC cell shows the use of dielectric layers covering most of the front and rear
surfaces to passivate the silicon and the use of heavy doping beneath the metal contacts to reduce losses
associated with extracting current from the solar cell.

but at less than 1% of the cost! This allows
commercial wafers to have a quality
compatible with the high-efficiency
attributes of the PERC technology with
efficiencies of 22-23% being recently achieved
in production by industry partners of UNSW.
The university now has relations with
more than 10 of the world’s largest solar
cell manufacturers, having signed licences
and/or agreements for the large-scale
manufacturing of this advanced
hydrogenation technology, mostly in
conjunction with their PERC cells.
These include companies from Germany,
Singapore, China, Taiwan, Korea and India,
with a further five companies in advanced
stages of negotiating equivalent contracts.
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Cell efficiency improved from 15.4% to 18.5%
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HOLDING STEADY
An important contribution made by the
hydrogenation is not only to improve the
material quality and solar cell efficiencies
but also to eliminate many of the
instabilities in commercial solar cells that
lead to their degradation during operation
in the field.
In the same way as hydrogen is able to
repair or fix imperfections in the low-cost
silicon material during manufacturing, it is
also able to repair the damage that would
normally occur during operation in the field,
therefore minimising the corresponding
degradation previously experienced by most
commercial solar cells.
The university has also worked with five
equipment manufacturers in Germany,
Switzerland, Taiwan and China to design
and develop new industrial tools for the
implementation of the first generation of the
UNSW advanced hydrogenation technology,
with these tools now commercially available
for large-scale manufacturing.
An example is shown on the opposite
page, manufactured by DR Laser in China,
where a laser is used to control the charge
state of the hydrogen atoms, facilitating
greatly enhanced hydrogen passivation and
improvement in the silicon quality.
Development of the technology has been
generously funded by the Australian
Renewable Energy Agency, leading to the
corresponding IP portfolio being
Australian-owned and independently
valued in the billions.
Stuart Wenham is Scientia Professor at ARC

Above: A reject screen-printed solar cell receives advanced hydrogenation treatments to control the charge
state of the hydrogen atoms in different ways to improve the cell efficiency from 15.4% to 18.5%. The
photoluminescence images show the progressive improvement in silicon quality with blue/black representing
very bad quality and yellow/white being very good quality.
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Photovoltaics Centre of Excellence, School of
Photovoltaic and Renewable Energy
Engineering at the University of NSW.
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FUTURE OF THE GRID

‘We need to put our skates
on’: Aurecon on grid challenge
The role of the grid is changing and the way that change is managed will ensure
whether or not the rollout of renewables will be easy, Dr Alex Wonhas of engineering
and consulting company Aurecon tells EcoGeneration.

T

o borrow the slogan used on Telstra
vans, the electricity grid is “how we
connect”. For most consumers that
means huge coal-fired generators sending
power one way, along with a bill. For some
others, it also means sending surplus solar
energy the other way, in return for a measly
discount on billed usage.
The grid has become a two-way
connection, and as solutions are found to
cutting overall energy use and sewing more
and more clean energy into the system the
demands on the network that connects
consumers with generation will become far
more complex.
The role of the grid is changing and the
tenets of electrical engineering dictate that
change brings trouble.
“Electricity grids now are more important
than ever because they are a critical enabler
for system reliability and stability,” says
Aurecon managing director of energy and
resources Dr Alex Wonhas.
Renewables are the cheapest forms of
new-built generation in the country, and a
well-planned network will unlock new
precincts of supply of wind and solar. The
only reason the electricity price differential
between states such as NSW and South
Australia is so wide, he says, is the lack of
interconnection. “Planning provisions
outlined by Finkel might actually enable us
to access that.”

STRONG DIRECTION
The government’s adoption of 49 and the 50
recommendations in the Finkel Review
finally provides some strong direction and
the industry has been given the green light
to not only get on with the job of matching
supply with demand but to also unlock
opportunities in demand side response,
Wonhas says.
As more coal plants are retired and the
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surge of solar and wind plants is completed
and commissioned, the grid will become less
stable. How will that be managed? “That is
a very good question,” Wonhas says, “and
I am glad that officially AEMO is now going
to answer exactly that question in detail
– which I think has been long overdue.”
There won’t be an easy answer, he says.
Instead, the solution is likely to include a
combination of building new
interconnection, utilising new battery
technology (“which is coming in at a price
point that is starting to be commercially
viable”), using Snowy Hydro as a back-up
capacity and working out optimal back-up to
complement generation and provide
regional system stability.

…OR GO IT ALONE
There’s a whole other movement in the air,
of course, which says electricity users are
taking matters into their own hands and
that the emergence of markets for peer-topeer trading of energy from rooftop solar
and stored solar will see the load on the grid
naturally fall away.
Wonhas says West Australian utility
Horizon Power is showing the way this can
be done using microgrids in remote
communities, including one which saw
electricity costs drop 30%. “That shows the
power of utilising the full potential of
distributed energy resources.”
Electricity demand has been dropping
slowly, and some forecasts say it will begin
to rise again whereas others see selfconsumption picking up and the downward
trend continuing. The CSIRO and Energy
Networks Australia’s Electricity Network
Transformation Roadmap released in April
says two-thirds of customers could be using
onsite generation by 2050.
“There’s a real choice here that we can
make,” Wonhas says, “which is why policy

Above: Dr Alex Wonhas says the industry can leap
ahead as soon as a few regulatory hurdles are cleared.

and regulatory certainty are absolutely
fundamental, because I suspect greater
degrees of uncertainty will drive people to
take energy matters into their own hands.”

BIGGER IS BETTER
If the job of providing generation is left to
the big end of town everyone will benefit
from greater efficiencies of scale and
projects will be built in the windiest and
sunniest parts of the country, providing the
transmission is there or being built.
“Given the scale of the transformation we
need to put our skates on and make sure we
have all of the options available to manage
the system … and unlock what is now costeffective low-emissions technologies, which
is a fundamental change compared with ...
when people said renewables are fine but
they’re too expensive,” he says.
“We’re now at the point where
renewables are the cheapest form of energy
and … all we need to do now is find efficient
ways to liberate them in the grid.”
www.ecogeneration.com.au
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STORAGE

It’s hard to plan ahead when
forecasts about the clean
energy transition change
every day. Dr Roger Dargaville
talks to Jeremy Chunn about
the nitty-gritty of research
and the role for large-scale
energy storage.

F

Hope for storage,
but don’t hope
for too much
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orecasting, forecasting, forecasting.
Where would the renewable energy
industry be without it? To build the
right projects today, you have to try to
understand how they will fit into the energy
mix tomorrow. But different studies which
estimate the effects of replacing coal-fired
generation with clean energy sources in the
future have arrived at different conclusions,
with emphases on different technologies.
When massive budgets are in play and so
many emerging technologies are changing
so quickly, there is enormous risk in
misinterpreting forecasts as facts.
Dr Roger Dargaville, senior lecturer in
renewable energy at Monash University,
calls it “the murky crystal ball of 2050”. For
those who will command the investment
and policy decisions about which new plants
will be built where, a lot hinges on the
difference between taking a probabilistic or
deterministic approach to research, he says.
“The trick is to run a very large number of
simulations that then will tell you what the
best course of action is that hedges you
against the risk of different things
happening,” Dargaville says. “If your
competitor’s technology is going to become
significantly cheaper than yours, then you
could be in trouble. The trick is to work out
what’s the risk that they’ll undercut me.
“Depending on what that chance is, you
make that decision by looking at the
spectrum of potential outcomes.”
That’s all very well, but decisions are
made today based on models that, if they
were continuously updated with fresh data,
might recommend different outcomes once
certain thresholds are breached. The future
is unpredictable – no-one’s disputing that
– and researchers prefer to call outcomes of
modelling “projections” rather than
www.ecogeneration.com.au
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predictions, for good reason. When it comes
to modelling a transition to increased
reliance on clean energy generation in
Australia, things can get very complicated.
“You try to do the best set of assumptions
you can,” Dargaville says, which is tough
when you don’t really know, for example,
the cost of concentrated solar thermal,
pumped storage, geothermal or to build a
nuclear plant in Australia. “These are very
rubbery numbers.”
But there’s a silver lining to the
conundrum. “On the upside, the good news
is it means there is a lot of flexibility in the
market; we’re not locked in to a certain
pathway.”

RUBBERY NUMBERS
EcoGeneration spoke to Dargaville during
the Clean Energy Council Pumped Hydro
Roadshow in Sydney in June, which
included presentations from GE and ARUP
that gave some indication of the challenges
of identifying sites and building
underground generators. With a hundred
years’ of history, there must be a high level
of certainty around any assumptions around
data from pumped hydro included in
modelling, right? Sort of, says Dargaville.
“We’ve got a pretty good handle of what will
happen to the cost of pumped hydro in the
future,” he says. “And the answer is it’s not
going to get any cheaper … whereas the
emerging technologies you expect to be
coming down in price relatively rapidly if
they can reach those thresholds and start to
be deployed.”
Pumped hydro consumes energy, with a
round-trip efficiency of about 70-80%. The
only economically rational reason to build it
is to profit from the price differential
between when it consumes and generates
power. As more and more renewable energy
projects come online, and the cost of
electricity falls to reflect an increase in
supply, that price differential will narrow
– in theory. The fact that new supply will be
generated by wind and solar plants of course
means that intermittency will become the
ogre in the markets. “Because there is more
volatility in the wind and the sun than there
is in a coal-fired power station, you end up
with more events where your peakers are
having to step in, and the peakers set the
market price very high.”
Pumped-hydro peakers are a viable
option, although development will have to
be at a scale that does not endanger the
arbitrage opportunity that encouraged it in
the first place.
www.ecogeneration.com.au
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fast frequency response but not for
Dargaville cites simulations of 100MW
providing inertia that is correlated to the
and 250MW projects at the Cultana site on
spinning rate of generators.
the coast of South Australia, where it was
found a 250MW facility would have lower
DISTRIBUTED SOLUTIONS
earnings per megawatt hour because some
When frequency drifts away from 50Hz
of the arbitrage opportunity would be
utility-scale batteries can provide a pulse
removed. “It becomes an economic decision
either injecting energy into or extracting
as to whether it’s cheaper per megawatt
energy from the system to get the frequency
hour to build a 250MW project if that scale
back to 50Hz, he says, but they fall short
of economy offsets the reduction in the
when relied on for
revenue stream.”
too much.
Dargaville backs
“I like the analogy of
centralised generation
riding a bicycle,” he
as the more costsays. “When the wheels
effective way of building
on a bicycle are turning,
a renewable system,
it’s very easy to stay
such as large-scale solar
upright. Only if you
and wind plants with
have very, very good
centralised storage.
balance can you stay
“Distributed rooftop PV
upright without the
and batteries are nice to
wheels turning. That’s
a certain degree but
the difference between
they are relatively
real and synthetic
expensive,” he says.
inertia. It’s so much
“The reason they look
easier to stay upright
cost-effective to
if you are using the
consumers is because
Above: Roger Dargaville is a senior lecturer
spinning mass of
they are on a retail tariff
in renewable energy at Monash University.
the wheels.”
that is not really costNobody runs a large-scale AC market
reflective of what it costs to generate
without inertia, he says, and until those who
electricity.”
claim batteries can provide the service can
Consumers pay a variable charge about
prove it, the reality is unknown. “No-one’s
25c/kWh, whereas the wholesalers pay
tried it at large scale.”
between 8 and 11c/kWh. Retailers fold a lot
Until another couple of coal-fired power
of fixed costs into the variable charge, he
stations are retired and a few more
says, and a cost-reflective tariff would be
gigawatts of large-scale renewables plants
more like 7 or 8c/kWh – and PV would not
are built there is no incentive to go to largebe cost-effective to offset it.
scale storage, he says.
“We’ve got this market perversion that
“Except in South Australia, and only since
encourages rooftop PV and is starting to
the past 12 months, would it have been costencourage batteries,” he says. “If you have a
effective to have large-scale pumped
top-down system and you optimise
storage. Five or six years ago there was no
generation mix you don’t put rooftop PV and
arbitrage opportunity in the market at all.
batteries in.”
You would have lost money if you’d built a
THE ROUND TRIP
large battery.”
If owners of Australia’s 1.6 million rooftop
In Dargaville’s modelling 2030 is seen as
solar PV systems decide to not replace their
the tipping point where storage will be
gear at the end of its life, Dargaville says a
sorely needed to stabilise the grid, as coal
grid made up of efficient centralised
exits and renewables march ahead. The
renewable generation and storage will have
question at that point in time will be
no problem filling the gap. “Anything you
whether concentrated solar thermal is
build has a fixed lifetime and has to be
cheap enough to provide dispatchable
replaced with something,” he says. “If
clean energy. If it can’t, then pumped hydro
utility-scale PV is cheaper per unit [of
looks good.
energy] then that is what should be done.”
“But it doesn’t have to be one or the
As for placing too much hope in utilityother,” he says. “You’re not going to build
scale storage provided by rows of shipping
CSP in Tasmania, and there will be locations
containers packed with exotic chemical
that are great for CSP but where you
solutions, he says the technology is good for
wouldn’t be able to build pumped hydro.”
ecogeneration August 2017
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DEMAND RESPONSE

Demand side switches
on supply W

The potential for electricity users to ease
stress on the grid by turning down
consumption during peak events is seen
as an easy solution to our energy woes,
writes Jeremy Chunn.
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hen demand for electricity outstrips supply, things can snap.
That’s why peaking generators are built … only to stand idle
until the handful of days they may be called upon as
temperatures soar and air-conditioners are dialled to chilling lows.
There is an easier and cheaper way to dispatch emergency supply,
however, by simply turning down demand.
Unleashing this extra energy by urging a roll of participants to
lower their usage is called demand response, and the Australian
Renewable Energy Agency has teamed with the Australian Energy
Market Operator on a $37.5 million three-year pilot program to find
160MW of on-call power before next summer.
It’s good news to Chris Dunstan, research director at the Institute
of Sustainable Futures, who says demand management is the perfect
complement to renewable energy.
Although a simple agreement to cut demand is in many cases
cheaper, quicker and cleaner than building new transmission or
utility-scale storage, “it is sadly too often overlooked.”
www.ecogeneration.com.au
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It may turn out to be a hard task, however,
because building “virtual power stations”
using demand response and operating them
in a wholesale market is not at all trivial. It’s
made harder in Australia’s largest network
because the National Electricity Market is
an energy-only market, where there are
limited options to be paid for making
demand response available to the grid.
In the NEM, retailers are “very much in
control” of the types of pricing structures
their customers are presented with, a source
told EcoGeneration.

the role of an emergency lever the grid
operator can pull when they’re running out
of options on the supply side. When called
upon, customers who have opted in reduce
their demand in return for compensation.
It is impossible to do that in the NEM
today, but the ARENA-AEMO funding will
be channelled towards getting that
mechanism going. In its May announcement
about the funding ARENA said participants
called upon by AEMO to reduce their

READY RELIABILITY
Demand response can take different forms,
including foregoing planned consumption,
shifting consumption outside a time
window or switching to standby generation.
Unlike other forms of demand management
such as load shifting or time-of-use pricing,
demand response is dispatchable by the grid
operator. Like a power station, it can receive
a dispatch signal and deliver its capability.
The most common reason for demand
response is to provide reliability, where a
grid operator will create a market
framework for demand response to be
dispatched, for example on the hottest days
of summer when grid demand is at its peak.
In that instance, demand response serves

NETWORK DR
Employed to manage the peak within a
geographically distinct transmission or
distribution network.

RELIABILITY DR
Employed as an emergency lever during
supply emergencies, centrally
dispatched to avoid involuntary load
shedding and rolling blackouts.

ECONOMIC DR
Employed to avoid buying electricity
during times when wholesale spot
prices are high.

ANCILLARY SERVICES DR
Employed to respond very quickly to
brief, unexpected imbalances in supply
and demand, to return the grid
frequency to 50Hz.
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AT WORK AND AT HOME
Early this year Mojo Power trialled the
notion of demand response on a volunteer
sample of 500 customers. The retailer,
which has a client base of residential
customers in NSW and Queensland, chose a

“We didn’t know until we got the
meter data what the effect had been
but … the top 20 customers basically
reduced demand to zero.”
JAMES MYATT, MOJO POWER

demand from the grid would receive a preagreed dispatch payment through AEMO’s
Short-Notice Reliability and Emergency
Reserve Trader mechanism.

TRACK RECORD

THE FOUR TYPES
OF DEMAND RESPONSE

met by generators and 7% by demand
response. In Australia, the demand response
market is very quiet.
But it won’t be for long.

Demand response is not a technology that is
new or needs to be proven globally. There
are dozens of wholesale markets around the
world where it is used successfully.
Global demand response giant EnerNOC
works with commercial and industrial
energy users with large sophisticated loads.
Working that way, 1MW of demand
response can be apportioned to one
manufacturing facility instead of knocking
on the doors of 40,000 residential customers
and signing them up.
Demand response aggregators who
have built a peaking resource for the market
will earn the prevailing wholesale rate for
those services.
The idea is that an aggregator will make a
firm commitment to the grid operator to
deliver a certain amount of capacity at a
certain time, with financial penalties or
downside if they come up short. There is
very little tolerance for under delivery,
EcoGeneration was told.
In the United States, grid operator PJM
has a large sophisticated market mechanism
to supply demand response, which accounts
for about 6-7% of all capacity in its network.
This means that each year 93% of capacity is

day in February where very high
temperatures had brought a forecast of
energy curtailments. “We sent a text
message to 500 of our smart-metered
customers in NSW, offering an incentive to
those who would turn off power later in the
day,” says Mojo Power CEO and co-founder
James Myatt. “Forty percent of people
responded within about 30 minutes, saying
they were willing to participate.”
At 4pm the retailer sent the request for
the respondents to switch off appliances and
demand was cut “quite significantly”, Myatt
says. “We didn’t know until we got the
meter data what the effect had been but …
the top 20 customers basically reduced
demand to zero.”
The trial had shown the potential for a
voluntary product, but mystery remains
about what would happen in the event of
consecutive days of requests to customers to
shut down. None of the smart meters were
fitted with weather predicting capabilities.
“At this stage it’s not automated,” Myatt
says. “It’s more on a forecast market. We
know in advance reasonably confidently
whether the price is going to be high.”
To Mojo, the program represented a
benefit per customer of about $390 over
two hours. To customers, the cost of two
hours of relative discomfort was offset by a
$25 bill credit.
If further trials over consecutive days test
customers’ tolerance, a more “dynamic”
www.ecogeneration.com.au
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offset (that is, an offer of more money) might
attract greater participation, Myatt says.
“We’re looking at different concepts,” he
says. “We wanted to see what sort of
response we got on an ad hoc basis before
we structured it.”
At Mojo HQ the trial was deemed a
success; the response rate was encouraging
and customers didn’t prevaricate. “And we
got positive feedback,” says Myatt. “[Many
said] it was the first time their energy

IN-BUILT BIAS
Chris Dunstan, research director at the
Institute of Sustainable Futures within the
University of Technology Sydney, says it’s
about time the option of managing demand
was taken seriously. Dunstan’s research
team released its Demand Management
Incentives Review in June, well-timed to
ride the opportunity presented by AEMO
chief Audrey Zibelman’s vocal intentions to
explore the strategy. “Demand management

“Once you take into account all of
the incentives created by the
regulatory structure there is a bias
against demand management and in
favour of network expenditure.”
CHRIS DUNSTAN, ISF

retailer had engaged with them to allow
them to profit from the wholesale market.”
Mojo is involved in the A-Lab demand
response scheme but admits a residential
demand management control program could
be a way off. There is physical kit to be
installed, for a start.
There is potential, Myatt says, for
voluntary demand product. If it gets scale,
yes it can bid into a demand management
product. If it doesn’t, it’s still valuable to a
retailer and keeps customers happy.

has been overlooked in Australia for a very
long time,” Dunstan says. “It could have
solved a lot of problems over many years.”
Dunstan regards demand response as
fitting into the broader category of demand
management and explains that when the
NEM was designed in the early 1990s it was
intended that demand management would
have a significant role to play, but the supply
side took priority and demand management
was “left as an afterthought”.
Demand management in networks he says

accounts for about 40% of the value chain,
with complex rules via the Australia Energy
Regulator providing competing incentives.
Dunstan’s research, commissioned by
ARENA, has isolated the cause.
“Once you take into account all of the
relevant incentives created by the regulatory
structure there is actually a bias against
demand management and in favour of
network capital expenditure,” he says.
The report found that if Australia had as
much demand management as the average
four states in the US, we would have about
3,000MW of demand management on call.
If one were to offset the withdrawal of
1,600MW, equivalent to Hazelwood’s
closure, with a 3,000MW reduction in
demand at peak times it would have
significant impact on reducing prices,
Dunstan says.
“Similarly, if we had used demand
management more thoroughly in the period
between 2007 and 2014, when we saw
electricity prices double mainly because of
investment in networks, then we could have
avoided a significant chunk of the tens of
billions spent on network infrastructure.”
The cost to productivity of cutting load
would be more than offset, he says. “If it’s
not an attractive business proposition to
customers then there is no obligation on
them to reduce demand,” he says. At the
same time, prices for all other consumers
are suppressed. “It’s a win-win.”

TAB OPzV BATTERIES
TAB OPzV range of valve regulated lead acid stationary batteries
combine the benefits of recombination technology (i. e. virtually no
maintenance due to very low gas emissions) plus the advantages of
conventional vented batteries with positive tubular plates (i. e. long
life and excellent cycling capability).

TAB OPzV valve regulated
lead acid batteries are the
ideal energy source for many
different standby applications.

ORION ENERGY
10/36 Sabre Drive,
Port Melbourne Vic. 3207

www.storagesolarbatteries.com.au
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Birth of a
new electricity market
A market which links distributed energy resources is due to be tested for its ability
to offset investment in infrastructure, writes Jeremy Chunn.

I

t’s a simple idea. If many sources of solar
PV, whether they be factories or
households, can coordinate their exports
of surplus energy, the benefit to the network
will outweigh the cost of bolstering it for
those rare days of peak demand.
Once all the technology is in place, a
decentralised energy exchange – or deX
– will solve a lot of problems, says
GreenSync general manager product
strategy Bruce Thompson.
If the idea takes hold, there is the
potential to shift the entire mindset of the
electricity market.
“The future has suddenly arrived,”
Thompson says. “We’ve got costcompetitive large-scale renewable
generation, a huge drive for behind-themeter for households investing in solar and
we’re at the cusp of a projection for a large
investment in battery storage.”
The objective at the deX HQ is to identify
some basic principles around establishing a
market where the value of the renewables
behind the meter, or distributed energy
resources (DERs), is transacted “in an
orderly way where you can meet the
physical requirements of the network”
while also keeping the regulators satisfied.
The inclusion of energy generated by
solar PV on household rooftops and stored
in batteries would amplify the possibilities
for the deX architects’ ultimate vision,
but with an often-quoted seven-year
payback consumers are slow to commit
to the technology.
Thompson senses some “angst” among
solar householders about having to settle for
whatever they are paid for surplus energy,
and he reasons that a surge in demand for
batteries is near. “The projection is that
batteries are expensive today but they are

www.ecogeneration.com.au
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going to rapidly drop in price over the next
five to 10 years,” he says, pointing to
industry projections that 30-40% of
generation across the grid will be behind
the meter by about 2030. “The value in the
ability to harness that is enormous for the
whole grid.”
Demand response mechanisms in other
markets eschew the complexity of
orchestrating output from residential
systems and rely solely on megawatt-scale
participants such as commercial and
industrial energy users.
If the energy that is corralled by deX from
its pool of participants can be coordinated
and made available for controlled dispatch,
it will be marketable at a wholesale level.
It involves deX establishing a common
protocol for being able to dispatch a unit of
energy into the grid and building a platform
for registration and trade of energy units,
work it is undertaking with networks
United Energy and ActewAGL, software
businesses GreenSync and Reposit Power,
and retailer Mojo Power.
Hopefully it will all be operational in time
for summer, when it is anticipated
Hazelwood’s absence will be keenly felt.

SUMMER STRAIN
A prototype of the platform is expected to
be released sometime before October and
later it will be integrated into a project
GreenSync is involved in on Victoria’s
Mornington Peninsula providing network
support for United Energy, where during
summer heatwaves there is a huge amount
of air-conditioner use “and the current grid
isn’t able to supply enough electricity,”
Thompson says.
In that example, it is more cost-effective
for the network to provide incentives for

households to install solar and storage than
it is to upgrade the network.
The deX program will start with
commercial and industrial system-owners
and expand to include about 1,200 batteryowning households, which Thompson
expects will make up about 5MW of a total
11MW of network support.
“The network program is solved by
existing GreenSync technology and large
commercial and industrial partners, but the
opportunity is opening up to households to
basically get an incentive to invest in good
technology that benefits them all year round
behind the meter but provides an additional
incentive if they are willing to participate
during those peak events,” he says.
Thompson estimates system-owners
taking part in the United Energy program
are subsidised to the tune of about $1,000
over five years, via bill savings or discounts
on the purchase of technology.
His estimate is that United is deferring
“several tens of millions” of dollars in
investment in infrastructure that would
only be used once or twice a year.
“The overall economic value is really
efficient for public infrastructure,” he says.
“We’re avoiding what was previously tagged
as gold-plating.”

Bruce
Thompson is
working on a
way to take
some of the
peak pain away
from the grid.
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VIRTUAL POWER PLANTS

The day the
‘death spiral’ died
As small technology companies and major generator-retailers test virtual power
plants around Australia it’s worth looking back a few years at United Energy’s
award-winning trial, which proved it was possible to manage peak demand.

T

he orchestration of networks of
scattered, disparate solar PV
generation and storage is being
spoken of as a powerful solution to the
problem of sluggish electricity supply
meeting unpredictable spikes in demand.
If power stored and generated at homes
and factories can be directed to the market
when it really, really needs it, some of the
nasty consequences of supply failure can be
avoided. Trials are afoot in Adelaide with
AGL’s virtual power plant and on a more
sophisticated level with experiments in
peer-to-peer energy trading by Power
Ledger in Perth and the GreenSync’s
ARENA-funded Distributed Energy
Exchange, or deX, in Victoria and the ACT.
But let’s turn back the clock and look at
United Energy’s work in Melbourne in 2014,
where its virtual power plant of a handful of
solar PV sites won it the Clean Energy
Council’s 2016 Innovation Award.
The project ran around the time the
“death spiral” was a hot topic of fearful
conversation around the watercoolers at the
headquarters of electricity networks, the
logic being that rising electricity prices
would see more consumers convert to solar
and go off the grid … so that prices for
remaining customers would rise higher … so
that more consumers go off the grid … so
that prices for remaining customers rise
higher … so that more consumers leave the
grid, and so on and so on.
“That was quite a different environment
to what we see today,” says Karl Edwards,
manager customer innovation and growth
at Victorian network United Energy.
The objective for United Energy in 2014
was to learn about solar and storage, their
impact on residential consumption and how
that would affect a network provider. The
trial was also expected to help energy
retailers understand whether exported
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residential solar energy was a viable way to
manage peak demand on the four or so very
hot days that strike the region each year.
The trial included the installation of 5kW
of solar and 10kWh storage in 13 households
dotted around the network, from Balwyn
North down to Flinders.
It was a nervous start. Would the 13
rooftop PV generators be on-call to export
as instructed by the project team and, on the
extremely hot days when they were most
needed, would the batteries still work? “At
the time a lot of the systems on the market
weren’t rated at those temperatures by the

On the lead-up to a peak day, batteries
were prepared to be fully charged so that
during the day they would be relied on for
self-consumption and to export until they
were fully discharged. If the following day
wasn’t expected to be a peak demand day,
the system would revert to operation which
maximised self-consumption so that any
excess solar would fill the battery.
The participants weren’t expected to
make any changes to their usage and the
installed technology at the 13 households is
still in operation today, Edwards says.
“On non-peak days they are still

“Even with 5 or 10kW of solar panels on a
house and a substantially sized battery you
wouldn’t have sufficient energy to get through
those winter months.”
manufacturers ... [but] we didn’t want to sit
around and wait 10 years for another hot
summer,” Edwards says.
The Sunverge lithium ion batteries were
tested in rented lab space where the summer
of 2009 – which included three consecutive
days that peaked above 43°C – was reenacted using heat lamps. “That gave us the
confidence this technology could be used.”
Households were selected for maximum
variability, with north-facing, east-facing,
shaded, sun-drenched, tin-roofed and tiled
residences all represented.
With the gear in place, the team pushed
the button. “We operated all the units as a
virtual plant and they all operated together
and exported,” says Edwards. At peak times
of the afternoons the units were instructed
to discharge in order to reduce load at each
location; households were also programed
to consume up to a kWh cap for set periods.

optimising for solar self-consumption, and
when we forecast peak event days [above
40°C] on the network those units still
continue to operate in that mode to
maximise battery discharge.”
The trial was a success: the systems could
operate on extremely hot days and
discharge as directed. And as the team
watched data for self-consumption stream
in as summer turned to winter, it also
busted the myth of the “death spiral”.
“With this level of solar and storage it’s
just not feasible for customers to disconnect
from the grid,” Edwards says. “From what
we saw, for a number of months in the
middle of winter even with 5 or 10kW of
solar panels on a house and a substantially
sized battery you wouldn’t have sufficient
energy to get through those winter months.”
As a consequence, the commentary about
a death spiral has “moved on”.
www.ecogeneration.com.au
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What Australia can teach
New York (and vice versa)

E

nergy Networks Australia’s Welcome
to the Grid Edge seminar in Sydney in
May included a panel discussion about
the possible opportunities which lie in wait
for consumers as the electricity grid is
transformed into a multi-purpose, peer-topeer market that also serves generators and
distributors.
With a panel 40% weighted towards US
nationals with current and recent
experience of New York’s REV project, the
conversation zipped between the prospects
for a 20-million-strong metropolis and a
sparsely-populated island continent
considered by many to be leading the pack
in the transition to renewable energy.

Laurie Curro, chair: How different will
electricity be in the next 20 years and
what are the real game-changers?
Audrey Zibelman, AEMO: I think it’s not
necessarily particular technology, because
they will all be additive. We’ve been talking

Audrey Zibelman of AEMO says the key to getting the
energy transition right is “keeping the grid in balance”.
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about the idea of the smart grid and
innovation in the grid for quite some time,
but really what I think is going to change
minds is to … realise fundamentally what
we’re really talking about is keeping the grid
in balance.
Historically we always thought the only
way to keep it in balance was to make sure
generation can follow load. What we’re
talking about now is really optimising it on
both sides. In many instances when we talk
about the duck curve, what we’re really
talking about … is that we can use
distributed resources so we don’t have these
extreme changes, which means load will be
following generation. Recognising what that
really implies in terms of managing the
system is what’s going to drive the
innovation on both sides.
Lawrence Orsini, LO3 Energy: I would
like to see a focus more on the exergy of the
system and less on the energy; the idea that
we focus on the usable work that comes out

of the system, in encouraging a more
efficient grid. If we shift models to focus on
that, we’ll see load and generation come
closer together; we’ll see things become far
more transactive; we’ll see location-based
pricing models where you pay for the grid
elements between you and your generator;
we might even see a shift in the way those
payments happen – if I’m selling energy to a
market and I want customers, I might be the
one who wants to pay for grid infrastructure
and the delivery fees.
Ultimately it’s how do we make the grid
itself more efficient and resilient to adaptive
loads, so you can build the internet of the
future where you can plug in a new device
and [the grid] recognises where it is, what’s
around it, who the consumers are, who the
producers are, what assets it can work with
– and it self-organises.
Richard Owens, AEMC: The future grid
will look very, very different to what it looks
like today. It’s important to recognise that
we actually don’t know what it will look like
and that we shouldn’t try to predict the
future. That’s why it’s important the
regulatory frameworks remain technologyneutral and market-based where they can.
They key thing will be issues like, how can
we make sure we have efficient price signals
for all the new services delivered by new
technologies, including those we haven’t
thought of.
In the long term consumers’ interests will
be better served by a technology-neutral,
market-based framework rather than a
centrally planned one, where we rely on
someone picking the future. The one thing
you can guarantee is that forecasts will be
wrong, so … who bears the costs or risks
when you get those forecasts wrong?
Under a more market-based approach
those risks will be borne by technology
businesses and energy businesses. Under a
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As the energy transition slowly plays out it is the free flow of ideas that will ease the cost-efficient
flow of electrons, an expert panel concluded at an Energy Networks Australia seminar in May.
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centrally-planned model … those costs will
be borne by consumers.
Greg Allen, Carnegie: Storage will be
important. Carnegie, in developing wave
energy technology, has been focused on a lot
of remote islands. They come to us and say
they want wave energy, but we’re finding
they are actually after clean energy. The
limitations of adding more clean energy to
remote islands is their already high levels of
penetration of renewable energy. [To solve
these problems] we really need to understand
microgrids and in particular how to support
the grid to enable higher levels of renewables.
We don’t see the mainland is that much
different, it’s just that we’re at lower levels of
[penetration]. Energy storage as a spinning
reserve application is going to be vitally
important to bring more and more
renewables into the system.
David Smales, Energy Queensland: The
bit that interests me is around where the
power lies. I think it’s moving more and
more towards the customer and consumer.
I do also think at least part of the population
is just not interested; they just want
affordable, reliable energy. The answer to
that is technology solutions working on a
platform basis, which takes the pain away.
Orsini, LO3: Customers haven’t been
allowed to care. They haven’t been given the
way to care, to have influence. In the future,
as customers start to get choice, they can
choose to exit the grid.
Curro, chair: Do you believe structural
regulatory barriers are delaying the
take-up of some of the new business
models, and do you think there is enough
protection for customers?
Owens, AEMC: Consumer protections for
all these new business models is something
that’s been concerning us for a while. A lot
of this [is covered by] the retail law, which
we don’t control. I think there is a need for a
first principles review of consumer
protections for the energy sector and how
they apply to these new business models. At
the moment consumers are faced with this
situation where the level of protection you
receive depends a lot on the business model
of your supplier.
We’re also doing a lot of work on
microgrids and standalone power systems
that are not at all connected to the grid and
with those you have no energy specific
consumer protection under the national
framework, unless you live in Queensland.
That patchwork of arrangements I don’t
think will serve us well as we start to see
www.ecogeneration.com.au
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new business models taken up in the future.
We’re doing a lot of work on consumer
protections for microgrids, standalone
systems and embedded networks to try to
deal with a lot of those issues. And the
COAG Energy Council is consulting more
broadly on consumer protections for
behind-the-meter generation. I think that is
a real priority issue.
Zibelman, AEMO: Certainly the consumer
protection issues are very important – if we
lose consumers because they feel threatened
it will be difficult to engage. We’re changing
the nature of this industry away from …
capital efficiency, which is the way that
we’ve regulated electric utilities and
monopolies in terms of capital spent and
making sure that’s efficient, to efficient
productivity of capital; that is, using thirdparty capital and [understanding] network
businesses will be working with third-party
DER [distributed energy resources]
providers and using those resources better.
Curro, chair: A question to Audrey and
Lawrence, what can we learn in Australia
from the REV [Reforming the Energy
Vision] process in New York?
Zibelman, AEMO: The REV process began
with certain clear objectives. For us it was
around creating a more resilient, more costeffective, more efficient system and then
modernising the distribution and network
model so they saw themselves as a two-way
platform so that the economic regulation
aligned with the consumer interests. That
other thing that will be very important is

the concept of collaboration. One of the
things we felt we had to change in New York
was rather than having an adversarial
atmosphere we had to have more
collaboration, having more conversation
about where we wanted to end up.
The other lesson learned [that should be
applied in Australia] is to take concepts that
are very valuable learnings and try to make
sure they are shared across the board.
Things I know [West Australian network]
Horizon is doing, things Queensland is
doing, we should all know and the
technologists should know … In New York,
we found once the utilities realised they had
safe places they could spend money where
the regulators wouldn’t [interfere] they
became much more innovative and that
creates opportunity.
Orsini, LO3: It was clean slate. I wasn’t a
conversation about how does it work today;
it was about how should it work. It left a lot
of room for people in the process to engage.
REV, I think, is one of the most significant
evolutions of policy on the planet today.
That said, there is a distinct New York
tension around REV. Things probably aren’t
moving as quickly as they could have.
Australia was the first to reach out to
understand what we are doing and propose
we do demonstration projects here.
Australia has this ‘let’s give it a go’
mentality, where you’re willing to step out
on the edge in the way New Yorkers aren’t.
There is a significant potential in Australia
to leapfrog and get something done in a
much shorter timeframe.
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Catalysts for an
‘active’ grid edge

E

nergy Networks Australia’s Welcome
to the Grid Edge seminar in Sydney in
May included a panel discussion about
how the electricity market may be
influenced by new technology which
orchestrates exports of solar to the grid and
provides new markets for trading.
Whether it’s the influence cloud
forecasting software will have on systemowners’ self-consumption levels or the shift
towards localised peer-to-peer energy
markets, the future for network providers
and consumers will be nothing the past.

Siham Knowles, chair: How important will
solar forecasting be for networks
businesses given the increase in
installations of storage and energy
management systems?
Dr Nick Engerer, Solcast: If you look at
the companies that are on the leading edge
of battery management systems, they are all
using some sort of solar predictive capability
to know how to optimise the performance of
their battery. That’s already happening and
already important. But where this will go in
the future is, it will not just be optimising
one battery; it will be knowing what is
happening with the PV fleet in your
neighbourhood – these sort of localised
distribution network markets. That will
become a way to discharge-charge
optimally based on the solar variability
because there is so much rooftop PV
penetration. The two are exceptionally
linked and the intelligent orchestration will
depend on the sunshine availability.
Michelle Taylor, Ergon Energy: Every
time you cycle a battery it’s costing you
money. If you’ve got predictability you can
actually downsize the amount of storage
you need to put in, particularly in this day
and age when battery prices are still a little
bit too high. Every tool you can use to
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optimise how you use your storage is vital.
Dr Phil Blythe, GreenSync: The whole
field of DERs [distributed energy resources]
is about forecasting, optimisation and
control. Forecasting is a key part of it. Given
the rate solar penetration is growing it’s a
no-brainer in terms of its importance. If you
have poor forecasts you have poor efficiency
in the way you’re using these resources.
Knowles: What role does demand
management have in facilitation of an
exchange for distributed energy
resources?
Blythe, GreenSync: There are so many new
terms – DERs is the resources, demand
management is the things you do with them,
particularly behind the meter. But DERs can
also be in front of the meter; some can be
dropped into generation sites. On a solar site
you can have storage, which can be loadshifting. In terms of what the marketplace
construct is, it’s about unlocking value. These
DERs can get access to where they’re needed.
The concept around marketplace is if
DERs are able to reduce demand charges
that’s something consumers can do locally,
or tariff-shift. The problem for consumers is
getting upstream; getting to understand
how they could contribute to a transmission
constraint, or a substation issue, or a voltage
problem on the local feeder.
There are also the frequency regulation
markets. How do you participate as a
smaller user in those markets? This is about
trying to bridge that gap. This will give
consumers a broader range of things to
participate in and get faster returns on … or
even a reason why they should have
controllable or curtailable solar.
Question from the floor: There are
forecasts of flat demand, but does that
overlook the impact electric vehicles will
have as they replace conventional cars?

People will buy them as consumer items
pretty much in ignorance of the impact
they will have on the network.
Blythe, GreenSync: Everything’s getting
smarter – the networks, retailers,
consumers, the devices being connected to
the network. Then they all need to start
speaking to one another. It’s not one large
smart grid that’s run by a centralist
operator, it’s going to be thousands of
smaller ones that are decentralised and have
some form of decentral operation. That is
the challenge.
It’s interesting how the debate around
EVs has been around forever. We’re dealing
with the battery onslaught now, and I hope
we don’t have a third onslaught on our
doorstep right now. The view has changed
about the rate of change at which [EVs] will
come, and there is a view we will probably
be able to absorb that [demand for
electricity to charge EVs] because we are
experiencing almost a flat load and it’s not
going to escalate as much. That’s the
current theory but it could change in a
couple of years.
Taylor, Ergon: I’d like to hope that given
the learnings we have had from [the
similarly energy-hungry and popular
technology] air-conditioning that we have
already started and will continue to apply
those learnings in relation to the next load
growth – EVs and battery charging in
general. I know there has been active
participation from more networks in this
space than there was in the advent of
air-conditioning.
EVs are generally, but not always, a little
bit like hot water systems in the sense that
people want convenience and the
convenience can be there, but there is also
that ability to have controllable load. We’ve
got smart devices … and there should not be
an EV charger out there that is not smart.
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Powerful new technology is about to redistribute influence within increasingly interconnected
web of energy generators, consumers and network and services providers.
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PANEL PARTICIPANTS (left to right)
Engerer, Solcast: People will really enjoy
filling their EVs up with free sunshine, and
we’ll be happy to tell them when it’s going to
be sunny.
Question from the floor: Phil, what are
some of the similarities and differences
in approach between GreenSync’s peerto-peer deX [decentralised energy
exchange] market and the New York REV
project?
Blythe, GreenSync: Fundamentally [New
York’s Reforming Energy Vision project is]
solving a slightly different problem to what
we’re focused on at the moment. They’re in
that evolution towards transactive energy,
however they’re focusing on the concept
that people want to share their energy with
their neighbours – and that is true in the
sense of community. The problem with that
is that there is a distribution network in
between those neighbours and the problem
with virtual metering and the idea that I
want to have a community solar construct is
the fact that we haven’t evolved to the point
where we can figure out how to charge for
shipping that energy even if it’s around the
corner or down the road.
What we’re trying to build is the
www.ecogeneration.com.au
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capability for networks to get towards
locational-based pricing. We’re trying to
evolve the discussion in something that’s in
a regulatory sense quite acceptable to move
towards this direction because we’re saving
on capital spend and being more efficient,
but we’re progressing the movement of
utilities towards a different world. That’s
focused on understanding eventually how
you can provide an incentive for the fact
that it’s not free to ship your energy down
the street, but it’s going to be a lot cheaper
than shipping it from one side of the state to
the other.
Question from the floor: The ENA
Roadmap predicts 50% generation from
solar and behind-the-meter and talks
about large markets for ancillary
services and energy services. Do you
see these markets emerging and
becoming as large as predicted?
Blythe, GreenSync: It’s not about one
market, this is not a secondary market we’re
envisaging; this is hundreds if not

thousands of markets, because of the
locational aspect of these markets.
Frequency is the largest [market], and it sits
quite sensibly with the market operator,
AEMO. However, a market operator dealing
with a single 5kW battery storage system is
cumbersome. If you were to apply the same
level of rigor that they apply to the large
generators down to a residential battery and
storage system, it’s just untenable to include
those storage devices into the larger FCAS
market. So we need to think about it
differently.
That’s a fairly unique case, where you’re
trying to find a way to give access to the
larger markets. But I think geographic
markets are a real thing. We’re going to
need to figure out how to build marketplaces
which are closer to where the energy is
generated. The role of the system operator
will be to manage stability and reliability in
those areas. We do see the evolution really
pushing for thousands of markets rather
than one large secondary market.
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We want our
grid back …
the case to
renationalise the NEM
Privatisation of swathes of the electricity grid
have caused the market to distort and buckle to
breaking point, a new paper finds. For prices to
fall to acceptable levels and renewable energy
generation to gain traction, the NEM needs to be
renationalised. Jeremy Chunn reports.

T

hose who hold faith in privatisation
hang their belief on the sturdy hook of
free markets. When industries are
unencumbered by subsidies, government
interference or ideological objectives, the
focused forces of supply and demand are
free to do their thing. The result is price
realisation fair and true.
Or so the theory goes.
But John Quiggin, Australian laureate
fellow in economics at the University of
Queensland and a visiting professor at
Flinders University’s Australian Industrial
Transformation Institute, says it was a shift
to privatisation that doomed Australia’s
National Electricity Market to the broken,
malfunctioning, over-priced tangle it has
become today.
If the NEM’s job is to provide affordable
electricity or reduce emissions of carbon
dioxide, it has failed, he writes in Grid
Renationalisation – a discussion paper. “The
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current NEM is not designed for this
purpose and cannot achieve it,” the paper
says. “Even for a fossil-fuel-only system, the
NEM was poorly designed.”
The most obvious proof of failure, he says,
is rising prices.
“Privatisation is part of the story,”
Quiggin told EcoGeneration, “but there’s the
whole model, in which privatisation is an
integral part, to do with market-oriented
reform in general.”
That reform began in the early 1990s
when state-level, largely integrated
electricity supply was replaced by a national
grid connecting the eastern states, South
Australia and Tasmania. At the same time
privatisation and corporatisation were
replacing public ownership as “efficient”
business models.
Slowly, cold theoretical economic forces
enabled price distortions as oligopolies
sought to satisfy shareholders, whose
www.ecogeneration.com.au
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expectations for returns were much higher
than would be expected from an investment
where the risk premium under public
ownership was set only marginally higher
than the government bond rate.
“For the distribution networks, which are
the regulated part, we’re giving them a rate
of return which seems much higher than is
needed given the protection they have,”
Quiggin says. In the case of generation and
retail the creation of the market produced
risk that didn’t exist previously.
“Instead of investor risk being about on
par with the bond rate, generally speaking
the market has created a whole series of
additional risks which add probably 2 or
3c/kWh to electricity bills.”

DANGER SIGN
Turning public monopolies into private ones
and giving them a high regulated rate of
return is one problem, he says. The other is
the separation of generator and retailer
while trying to promote competition, which
has created a great amount of risk without
delivering any benefits.
As assets changed hands, the new owners
were tempted by new incentives. Falling
wholesale prices, for example, are bad for
generators but good for retailers, and vice
versa. “Under the old system they were the
same person … and so all those risks were
cancelled out,” Quiggin says. But not under
the new order.
The Australian Energy Regulator sets
revenue limits for networks based on
submissions that factor in projected energy
demand, operating costs, depreciation of
assets and reliability. “Decisions generally
apply for five years, and network businesses
adjust their prices annually during the fiveyear period,” the AER website states.
However, the AER applies a weighted
average cost of capital which is based on a
private sector model that assumes a lot more
risk than is justified, Quiggin says.
“What we see is the assets invariably are
valued by the market much more than the
regulator has estimated the cost of
construction to be, and that reflects the fact
that the rate of return is much higher –
about 40% higher – than the market thinks
is actually needed.”
Networks are natural monopolies, and the
theory goes that monopolies will demand
high prices unless they are regulated. In the
case of private operators, however, the
introduction of price regulation can be seen
as an incentive to delay investment.
“The monopolies that own the
www.ecogeneration.com.au
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distribution and transmission assets have
effectively gamed the system, to extract
substantially higher rates of return than
would have been justified.”

WHERE IT FELL OVER
Failures in South Australia, Victoria and
Tasmania have focused attention on the
inadequacy of the national grid, Quiggin
says. Under the old regime the publicly
owned Tasmanian and Victorian networks
would have sorted out the Basslink fault
between them, but instead the
complications of multiple owners, some of
them foreign governments, turned it into a
game of hardball. In South Australia, a
unified electricity supply industry would
not have delayed turning on a power station
to provide emergency supply, Quiggin says.
“[Instead] when these problems emerge,
which are inevitable, the system just grinds
to a halt.”
The “fragmentation of responsibility”
between the electricity generators, owners
of state transmission networks and
interconnectors and the multiple regulators
is plain to see. “What you have a system
where we ought to be working together as a
network but instead we have dozens of
different players and multiple regulators all
stepping on each other’s feet.”
The answer is a national grid, including
all transmission and interconnectors, he
says. Going further, Quiggin says there is a
“strong case” for renationalisation of
electricity distribution and investment in
renewable energy.
Proposals by the South Australian
government to invest in storage and
Malcolm Turnbull’s Snowy Hydro
announcement show government is
prepared to re-enter the market. But it isn’t
enough, Quiggin says. “We need to look at
the whole history of failure over the past 25
years and reconsider the system from the
ground up.”
It’s a pattern which has played out around
the world, he says, from the California
energy crisis of 2000-01 to Europe’s
struggles to integrate renewable energy into
the market system. “Privatisation is an
essential part of the story and reversing it is
the only way the problems can be
addressed.”
Apart from Quiggin’s academic
conjecture and the impending Finkel
Review, the architecture of the national grid
is also being tinkered with at the Australian
National University in Canberra, where
Professor of Engineering Andrew Blakers

Above: John Quiggin says it was a shift to privatisation
that doomed Australia’s National Electricity Market to
the over-priced tangle it has become today.

has been using a computer model to suggest
improvements that would allow far greater
penetration of renewables.
“By one means or another we need good
decisions so that there is adequate storage
and adequate interconnection to support a
high wind and photovoltaic grid,” Blakers
told EcoGeneration.
Blakers agrees with Quiggin’s assertion
that natural monopolies such as highvoltage transmission don’t easily lend
themselves to a market. “A colleague once
told me long ago that the only thing that’s
worse than public monopolies are private
monopolies,” he says.
“I’m unconvinced that a private model
can perform better than a model where
government has a much larger role, because
government has a role anyway as the chief
blame-getter when things go wrong,
without a huge amount of ability to
influence things before they go wrong.
“So somehow or other that has to be fixed,
so responsibility is sheeted home to those
who wear the blame if things go wrong or
the credit if things go right.”
But how can the grid be renationalised?
The solution is for the government to buy
the assets back using debt.
To get the private owners to the point
where they are willing to sell, Quiggin
suggests rates of return be pushed down to
levels paid by government bonds, “because
after all the asset is like a bond.”
That wouldn’t go down very well with the
current owners, but Quiggin sees it from a
much broader perspective.
“I think it will go down marvellously with
the Australian public.”
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The unstoppable rise of
conscious business
With the climate undergoing irreversible change due to man’s polluting ways, too much is at stake
for the motivations of business to not be questioned, writes Paul Lyons.

A

s the co-founder of energy efficiency
tech company Ecocentric, I’m
continually asked what we do. Very
few people ever asked the more important
question: why we do what we do.
Perhaps it’s because centuries of social
conditioning and academia has taught us
that the purpose of a business is to make a
profit. But the paradigm is shifting. The
conscious business movement is gaining
momentum.
At Ecocentric, we are a purpose-driven
business that starts every conversation with

environment – right down to devices –
which provides us with an unprecedented
view of the flow of energy in buildings.
This kind of information will create a new
marketplace, a whole new platform of data
that was previously unavailable to us. At the
core of why we exist is the desire to
empower people through knowledge, by
making information available so that they
can affect positive change.
Cities are a massive drain on energy
resources, with buildings accounting for
nearly 40% of the world’s total energy

Being conscious in business is a way of
harnessing the entrepreneurial spirit and its
potential for problem solving and innovation.
“why?” Everything we do is to benefit
people and the planet. If our employees,
customers, investors and other stakeholders
understand the why, we can have
meaningful discussions about what and
how. Being a conscious business is a state of
mind, not something which can be
retrofitted once the all-important profit goal
has been achieved.

THE 1,000-YEAR LEGACY
Waste is a human phenomenon; it doesn’t
happen in nature. Four-and-a-half billion
years of research and development has led
the way for us which I believe should be
regarded with humility and reverence.
Ecocentricism is the term used to
describe a nature-centred, rather than
human-centred, system of values.
At Ecocentric, we see ourselves as
stewards of the planet. With our energy
efficiency technology Numen we are able to
extract information from the built
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consumption. We see buildings like trees,
and cities like forests. Becoming ecocentric
is a way of life, an aspiration that will last
one thousand years.

BUTTERFLY EFFECT
On a recent overseas holiday I was
confronted by the fragility of the human
race when I contracted dengue fever and
then pneumonia from a mosquito bite. The
insect bite set in motion a series of events
which included a medivac airlift to a
hospital, 24-hour emergency care and then
an unscheduled flight back to Australia.
The mosquito was so small and seemingly
insignificant that I didn’t even see or feel it.
Yet one of nature’s tiniest creatures was
responsible for thousands of dollars in
medical bills and almost cost me my life.
The US Centre for Disease Control blames
urbanisation for creating the ideal ecology
for these mosquitos to thrive. The increased
density of populations as people flock to

cities in search of employment in addition to
more affordable air travel have resulted in
more than 50 million infections a year.
The experience was humbling. Nature is
effortlessly powerful. What if the mosquito
took a bigger bite?

NEW AWAKENING
Conscious business is not to be confused
with corporate social responsibility, which
is often criticised as lip service or, at worst,
a public relations exercise.
Being conscious in business is a way of
harnessing the entrepreneurial spirit and
its potential for problem solving and
innovation as we seek to overcome the
issues of climate change. Tesla CEO Elon
Musk focuses his key stakeholders on the
“why”. Electric cars, powered by energy
from the sun, will displace fossil-fuelled
vehicles that produce emissions.
Doing good business and doing the right
thing are now intrinsically linked. Tesla
overtaking Ford and General Motors as the
most valuable car company in the United
States is a case in point.
A purpose-driven business can affect
change, no matter whether it’s a big
multinational or a small startup with a
handful of employees. If you are clear about
why you are in business, you can truly
change the world.

Paul Lyons is
the co-founder
of energy
efficiency
company
Ecocentric
Energy.
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SOLAR
DESIGN AND
INSTALLATION
AWARDS
APPLY
NOW!

Nominations close
15 August 2017

The Clean Energy Council is
inviting the best in the business
to nominate for the 2017 Solar
Design and Installation Awards.
The awards recognise
technical excellence from the
hard-working men and women
designing and installing solar
projects across the country.

The winners will be announced
on 11 October at the awards
dinner, which is one of the
highlights of the 2017
All-Energy Australia
Exhibition and Conference.

solaraccreditation.com.au/awards
ECO0817_AllAds.indd 49
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COMMUNITY PROJECTS

The smart crowd
powers ahead
The Finkel Review provided direction from above but it is community groups that are
spearheading the shift to renewables, writes Heather Smith.

P

eople should be at the heart of our
energy system – not consumers. It’s
unfortunate that the Chief Scientist
Alan Finkel’s plan to update our failing
electricity system doesn’t acknowledge this.
Yes, the Finkel Review has some great
bits; it recognises the importance of
distributed energy, or building our energy
where it’s needed, and acknowledges that
electricity consumers are becoming power
producers who should be rewarded for their
work. But the Finkel review paints
Australia’s energy system as one that is
made up of big, multimillion-dollar
corporations and individual consumers
instead of what we’ve actually got:
communities and neighbours joining forces
to build and run their own clean energy
projects to wrest back control of their power
bills and safeguard the environment.
Australia is just starting to realise the
potential of community energy, which is
going gangbusters overseas. Last year I was
fortunate to travel on a Churchill Fellowship
to track exciting developments in the United
States, Germany, Denmark, the UK and
Japan.
It was a small fishing and holiday village
on Denmark’s windy west coast that really
brought home the importance of putting
people at the centre of energy upgrades. In
Hvide Sande proposals for enormous wind
farms had never been viewed favourably.
The town was easily able to get behind
redeveloping its harbour, though, so putting
three large turbines on the main beach and
using the project profits to finance an
upgrade of the harbour won community
approval. This project, appropriately sized
and structured to deliver a benefit to
everyone in the community, enjoys
overwhelming support.
Back home, community energy is the key
to delivering on the Finkel Review’s
aspirations to create local energy supply,
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Beneficiaries of CORENA’s work include a
Montessori school in Beechworth, Victoria.

keep a lid on power prices and cut pollution.
South Australia’s Citizens Own
Renewable Energy Network Australia
(CORENA) is a pioneer in the sector. It
encourages individuals to loan cash to
community groups to put solar on their
buildings or improve their energy efficiency.
Gawler Community House near the state’s
Barossa region did both. It replaced halogen
security lights with LEDs fitted with
sensors and installed a 10kW solar system to
help power its yoga classes, community gettogethers, arts and numeracy and literacy
courses. The Community House has an
extra $1,500 each quarter to hold events and
paid back the CORENA loan in less than
four years. That money has now been
reinvested in projects elsewhere.
Clearsky Solar, in Sydney, matches smallscale investors with businesses that want to
go solar. It’s a simple idea that benefits
everyone – the business pays the investors for
cheap and clean power for a set period until
the system is paid off. They get to keep the
solar system at the end, which means free
power. Throughout the process investors get
a competitive rate of return. Investor demand
is also off the charts; Clearsky’s investment
offers are snapped up within hours, raising
more than $100,000 each time.

One of the most interesting community
energy groups in Australia is ENOVA in the
Northern Rivers region of NSW. ENOVA
sells power the way AGL and Origin do but
is owned by the people. It’s an Australian
first and was created because locals wanted
a friendly retailer to make the most of the
solar assets in their region. Half the
retailer’s profits go to a not-for-profit entity
that will provide energy advice to the
community, helping people further with
reducing their energy bills. ENOVA
estimates its community spends $300
million each year on electricity and that it
can return up to $80 million to the local
economy in the form of profits, jobs and
sourcing local staff and suppliers.
Every town, suburb and village, be they on
the coast, in our big cities or in the middle of
the country, have exciting and unique
opportunities to take back control of their
power. Double-digit power bill shocks and
extreme weather driven by climate change
are making this more important than ever.
Finkel is right about our unstoppable
move to local power but he underestimates
the ways communities can co-operate to
deliver what they need.
Why wouldn’t you build more community
power projects?
www.ecogeneration.com.au
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We love clean solar. Green Unicorns the world leader in cleaning and
maintenance
of solar.
We partner
with installers,
systems and
owners, and
We love cleanchecks
solar. Green
Unicorns
the world
leader in cleaning
government
to provide
a everything
to ensure
that the
systems
are
maintenancedepartments
checks of solar.
We partner
with installers,
systems
owners,
and
looked
after. departments
Installers we to
offer
a partnership
program
wherethat
youthe
getsystems
paid for are
the
government
provide
a everything
to ensure
life
of the
system
another
stream, Fullprogram
O&M services.
looked
after.
Installers
we income
offer a partnership
where you get paid for the
life of the system another income stream, Full O&M services.

Find out more or book a job go to:
greenunicorns.com
Find out more or book a job go to:
Aus:
1800 067 269 USA: 1800 959 1390 UK: 0800 404 6961
greenunicorns.com
Aus: 1800 067 269 USA: 1800 959 1390 UK: 0800 404 6961#
#cleanenergycleaner
#cleanenergycleaner
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WIND

Winding up
at White Rock
Wind Farm
The road to the RET is busy, with 35 projects underway around
the country. Helen Roberts-Ferguson of contractor Zinfra
shares some insights of how hard the work can be as the team
nears completion of the White Rock Wind Farm in NSW.

I

n the hills of NSW’s New England
Tablelands there is a frenzy of activity day
and night as White Rock Wind Farm,
owned by CECEP and Goldwind, nears
completion. The wind farm is being built to
provide a clean, renewable energy source
– enough to power 75,000 homes.
Among countless contractors bringing
this renewable energy project to life is
Zinfra, which is putting the finishing
touches on a 132/33kv substation, secondary
and auxiliary systems buildings and a dualcircuit 8km transmission line, to tie the new
energy source to TransGrid’s network.
Stage 1 of the White Rock Wind Farm
project consists of 70 turbines that will
produce 175MW of electricity.
Throughout the project a consultative
approach coupled with Zinfra’s network and
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electrical knowledge has led to improved
construction methodologies for TransGrid.
Using in-house resources, Zinfra has
delivered a broad range of capabilities
including electrical, construction, testing
and commissioning, pre-energisation
commissioning, construction works, SCADA
and communications, fibre and the cutting
in of new feeders.
Like all projects of this size, delivery has
not been without its challenges. The biggest
hurdle Zinfra faced was an accelerated
schedule. The original delivery timeframe of
35 weeks was shortened by 90 days – a 35%
reduction before work even began.
As a national company Zinfra was able to
mobilise extra resources to meet this
accelerated delivery schedule. Electricians,
linesman, testing and commissioning

employees and their support team were
brought in to expedite works.
Suppliers also pulled out all stops to help
meet tight targets. Secondary systems
building fabricator ICS Industries delivered
its buildings ahead of schedule and civil
contractor TP Turners worked
collaboratively with Zinfra to produce
clever solutions to help beat the clock.
Civil works for the substation site were
planned in such a way that the different site
areas were delivered in stages in order for
Zinfra to commence electrical construction
while civil works continued concurrently.
The civil team also provided invaluable
time-saving measures to counter the other
big challenge facing crews at the wind farm:
inclement weather.

STUCK IN THE MUD
The weather at White Rock Wind Farm is
highly changeable and can be wet and,
obviously, windy. A single day of rain can
lead to two weeks of downtime as wet,
muddy and slippery conditions make the use
of heavy machinery impossible.
www.ecogeneration.com.au
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WIND

TURBINE FACTS
•
•
•
•

•

Goldwind GW 121 2.5MW turbines
Hub height 89.5m
Tip height 150m
The blades are the biggest in
Australia to date, 59.5m long and
weighing about 15 tonnes each
A whole turbine weighs about
400 tonnes

The civil team prepared the substation
site in such a way as to mitigate the risk of
downtime from a downpour. They graded
the site well and put down swathes of
sheeting to assist with run off and facilitate
a fast return to work for the construction
teams after rain.
Access on site, which extends over a 10km
range, is via a single road constructed for
the project. The road was subject to the
vagaries of wet weather, the landholders’
livestock and the frequent oversized
deliveries of turbine blades and parts.
The 8km dual-circuit transmission line
runs from the TransGrid network at the
bottom of the site location about 900m
above sea level and ends at the substation
1,200m above sea level. The line includes
two long spans – one 600m the other 900m
– to breach deep ravines.
The steep terrain and wet conditions
meant getting in to clear an easement and
erect the 47 transmission poles over 30 sites
was tricky. Project manager Michael
Moczynski points to some poles between
trees in the distance. “They’re my poles out
www.ecogeneration.com.au
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there,” he says. “You’ve no idea how hard it
was to get them in there!”
Moczynski is buoyed by the prospect of
energisation of the newly constructed
infrastructure in the next few days. “A lot of
people have put in a lot of hard work to
overcome the challenges on this project,” he
says. “We couldn’t have achieved what we
have without the amazing collaboration
displayed by our team with our clients,
TransGrid and Goldwind, not to mention all
the other contractors on site. We’re proud of
what we’ve done here.”
The erection of the final two dual-circuit
transmission poles occurred at the end of
May, when TransGrid scheduled a one-day
outage for the works.
Stringing of the cables was expedited by
the use of helicopters. After exhaustive
preparation, risk mitigation and safety
controls were implemented, helicopters
strung about 26km of cable and OPGW over
three days.
Safety on site is non-negotiable, though on
a project of this scale there were challenges.
“Teamwork has been critical on this site,”

says Zinfra safety advisor on site Jamie
Mills. “With crews having to change in and
out regularly because of weather delays, it
has been important for the crews to
communicate well and absorb change.”
Where safety issues have arisen and
challenges been faced, Zinfra has
implemented controls and learnt from its
experience. “We have to confront
challenges; the worst thing we could do is
not learn from them. They are an
opportunity to improve,” Mills says.
Zinfra is also busy at the nearby Sapphire
Wind Farm for TransGrid.
The CWP-owned wind farm will
comprise 75 turbines expected to supply
110,000 houses with clean energy. The
project involves construction of a 330/33kV
substation and line cut-in works on the
330kV Queensland NSW Interconnector to
facilitate connection to the grid.
TransGrid awarded Zinfra the project
after an eight-month period of joint project
development. Works commenced in January
and the project is scheduled for completion
in late 2017.
ecogeneration August 2017
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THE JOB

AHEAD
The renewable energy construction boom is upon us, with
an estimated $7 billion in projects underway or about to
start this year. EcoGeneration spoke with three of the biggest
companies involved in building out the nation’s transition to
clean energy — ACCIONA, RCR Tomlinson and Elecnor —
about the task ahead and the challenges along the way.
Do you think you’ll have trouble finding
workers to build projects this year and
next? If the market is tight, what
strategies do you have for finding skilled
workers? What are you hearing from
subcontractors?
Andrew Thomson, ACCIONA Energy
Australia: As the demand for renewables
increases, we see the market tightening.
However, we spend a lot of time planning
and gearing up to deliver our projects. We
have good relationships with suppliers and
contractors and invest a lot of effort into
making sure we have a good retention of
skills within our business.
Our suppliers like to work with us
because they see our long-term commitment
to this market and understand that a good
relationship on one project could lead to
others. We will continue to grow here, and it
is encouraging that many suppliers not
traditionally active in the renewables sector
are now pursuing opportunities in this area
and wanting to work with us.
Dr Paul Dalgleish, RCR: RCR is an ASX
listed company with over 3,000 Australian
www.ecogeneration.com.au
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employees. We will self-perform most of the
construction works with employees that are
local to the region and always RCR has the
option to divert skilled labour from some of
our other diverse sectors that are not as
busy across to the renewable energy sector.
For example, there are a number of
significant solar and wind energy
opportunities in South Australia and
Western Australia where the traditional
markets are not as buoyant.
To ensure that RCR’s high standards of
health, safety, environment and quality are
followed, we will bring our trained
supervisors and managers to the region to
develop the local capability.
We plan on supplementing our team by
employing local skilled labour and
subcontractors where possible.
Manuel López-Vélez, Elecnor Australia:
Everybody’s heard the complaints about
recruiting lately and filling a qualified job
can take months of hunting. Construction
companies are demanding potential workers
to be able to fill a role straight away, without
any training or ramp-up time.

From Elecnor’s perspective, with around
14,000 employees in more than 55 countries
we have developed an in-house tool to
relocate internal resources if necessary and
as well drop the idea of finding only perfect
candidates. We look for people who could do
the job with a bit of training and practice.
There are several ways to get workers up
to speed. In this sense, we have developed a
specific and tailored training courses
classified in the different activities of the
group and by country.
On the other hand, it is evident that a
shortage in construction workers could
potentially raise cost and trigger delays of
new projects.
Power purchase agreements in 2017
often look very different to those being
signed five or 10 years ago. What kind of
PPA is needed for a project to be viable
and how do you think the market is likely
to evolve with more developers building
renewable energy projects?
Thomson, ACCIONA: Traditional PPAs are
becoming a thing of the past. Previously,
ecogeneration August 2017
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For solar, the biggest
impact will be seen
by developing
lower-cost and
higher-efficiency
PV modules that can
be installed on the
same amount of
infrastructure.

Dr Paul Dalgleish,
CEO and managing director, RCR
Dr Paul Dalgleish has worked
extensively throughout Australasia
and is managing director and CEO of
RCR Tomlinson. Since joining RCR in
2009, Paul’s focus on enhanced
management and strategic positioning
has delivered growth for RCR in the
infrastructure, energy and resources
sectors. He is an engineer with a
Doctorate in Business and has more
than 20 years’ experience in executive
management roles, including chief
executive of UGL Infrastructure,
managing director of Montgomery
Watson (Asia) and executive roles with
Thames Water internationally.
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major retailers tended to control the flow of
projects, but increasingly renewable energy
auctions are sponsored by state and
territory governments. We’re also seeing
“corporate PPAs” emerge in Australia,
which will continue to grow in prevalence.
These developments present more
opportunities to developers and investors to
get their projects into the market.
That said, the environment remains very
competitive. For Acciona, the future will
include a balance between merchant
exposure and a combination of all of the
above. We have a strong balance sheet, a
desire to grow and the internal capabilities
to manage investment risks across a range
of scenarios.
Dalgleish, RCR: As an EPC contractor we
are not heavily involved in the PPA
discussions with off-takers. However, we do
discuss and partner with the project
developers ways to improve the generation
profile that may have a positive impact on
the PPA negotiations. Certainly as we move
forward solar power will become more and
more competitive as capital cost reduces due
to increases in PV efficiency (toward the
theoretical efficiency of 55%) and with no
fuel cost and very low maintenance costs,
running costs will be minimal.
López-Vélez, Elecnor: In order to provide
more stable generation cash flows projects
are always looking for opportunities to sign
a long-term PPA, which traditionally
included a bundled price for black energy
and LGCs. However, this trend is changing
and developers are finding alternatives
where there is only a long-term agreement
for LGCs and/or a portion of the black
energy or vice versa and assuming as well
merchant risk.
It is a global trend that the number of
attractive PPAs is declining due to slow load
growth and protracted low commodity
prices, which eliminate any incentive for
load serving entities to sign long-term,
above-market contracts. Taking merchant
exposure will definitely increase within the
key infrastructure players.
Falling costs of technology have made
and solar obvious choices for new
generation. Will projects completed over
the next few years look expensive in
the future?
Thomson, ACCIONA: One positive trend is
declining capital costs, which is
underpinning a surge in renewable energy’s
competitiveness compared to conventional
generation. We anticipate further cost

reductions, particularly in wind and solar
PV, but it’s unclear where the bottom of the
cost curve lies.
Projects we built five to 10 years ago look
expensive compared to ones we’re
developing today.
As costs continue to decline, today’s
projects will be considered more expensive
relative to those of the future. However, we
need new clean energy generation today,
and so long as financial models and risk
profiles meet expectations, investment
decisions will be taken.
Dalgleish, RCR: Capital costs of solar
projects are already competitive with
conventional generation technologies and
fuel costs are the lowest of all technologies.
The wind industry is a long way down the
deployment curve and the solar PV industry
is not far behind.
With regards to solar PV, there will be
continuing improvements on design,
construction methodology and technical
efficiencies as well as continuous
improvement on the construction
component, but the biggest impact will be
seen by developing lower-cost and higherefficiency solar PV modules that can be
installed on the same amount of
infrastructure. Fuel cost is expected to
remain zero.
López-Vélez, Elecnor: Everywhere,
renewables have benefited from a cycle of
falling costs stimulated on by accelerated
deployment and there is no doubt that this
trend will continue in the coming years.
Looking backwards, Elecnor signed off in
July 2007 on the world’s largest solar PV
plant to be constructed at that time. It was a
20MW single-axis tracking system at a cost
of around €6.3/Wp, we are talking about
almost $10/Wp. Today, Elecnor is building
one of the largest solar farms in Australia of
275MW at about one-seventh the cost.
What work is done between developers
and networks about the impacts to
frequency of new generation from
intermittent renewables on the grid?
Thomson, ACCIONA: Much work is being
done in this field. The industry is working
closely with regulators and market
operators in Australia and around the world
to ensure new generation can be reliably
operated in the grid. Technically, a lot of the
frequency stability and variability of supply
issues can be managed. Part of the challenge
in the transition to clean energy is that
we’ve approached it from the wrong
perspective of trying to make renewables fit
www.ecogeneration.com.au
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for the market design we have, instead of
ensuring the market design is fit for
renewables. This issue is now getting more
traction and will be important to meeting
these challenges.
Dalgleish, RCR: The grid frequency is the
same for all types of generation; it is the
response to sudden load changes that affects
frequency. These can be from significant
load increases (peak power) or due to
system fault responses. It is important to
keep some inertial capacity within the
system operating, however this can be
renewable energy also in the form of hydro.
The great benefit of solar unlike wind is
an ability to place it near the load or
centralised to the existing grid. As an EPC
contractor we design and construct to
satisfy the generator performance standards
for the project. Although current
penetration of renewables across the NEM
is quiet low, it is clear that there is a lot of
work to be done by state and federal
government bodies to come up with a
regulatory framework that encourages new
generation and also maintains some level of
inertial capacity as well.
It is highly likely that the requirement for
peak power and the necessity to wheel
power across the network will be reduced
with local solar generation coupled with
batteries, particularly in residential and
commercial buildings.
RCR is a member of the Clean Energy
Council’s grid directorate, which is
constantly working to ensure that: the grid
connection process can be streamlined as
much as possible; generators can connect
under fair and reasonable terms and
conditions, and; risks and costs can be
appropriately managed by generators.
What role do you see for storage in
utility-scale renewables projects?
Thomson, ACCIONA: We started exploring
this six years ago in Spain by installing a
1.3MW lithium ion battery in an
experimental PV plant in Tudela, Navarra.
There have been many improvements in the
cost and performance of utility-scale
batteries since, and that trend will continue.
The battery cost curve is steeper than PV, so
advances come more rapidly.
In terms of storage, with the right signals
and market design, renewable energy
projects with storage will play an important
part in fast frequency response scenarios
and in frequency stabilisation more
generally. This is just part of a bigger
picture, with evolving opportunities for
www.ecogeneration.com.au
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network owners to manage challenges
around future capital expenditures and line
congestion via storage technology.
We also anticipate that a significant part
of national storage capacity will come from
the rollout of electric vehicles and further
uptake by homeowners and behind-themeter application in the commercial and
industrial space.
Dalgleish, RCR: Energy storage will play
a major role in future-proofing the grid
and RCR is working on several
opportunities to gain experience and work
towards being the EPC contractor of choice
with regards to energy storage solutions
both on and off the grid.
It is hopefully not a necessary
requirement for storage to be included in
the actual projects themselves, but rather at
the locations on the grid where they would
provide the most benefit.
It should not be underestimated the
overall effect local residential storage will
have on the system and the economics
around future power costs.
López-Vélez, Elecnor: Storage and utilityscale renewables is the perfect marriage; it
is just a matter of bringing the numbers
together to make it happen.
There are multiple synergies and
solutions. Each project will need to identify
the most suitable design for its location and
needs. This could be from enabling arbitrage
to maximize revenues and dispatchability in
peak times to executing a network service
agreement with the utility providing
different grid services and diversifying the
revenues stream of the project.
A hypothetical question: if we had a truly
national grid with much higher levels of
interconnection, would planned projects
be distributed differently?
Thomson, ACCIONA: In the wind sector,
not necessarily. We build projects with an
ideal combination of wind resource (in part
related to topography), low community and
environmental constraints, and grid
availability. That said, more network to
work with could open up new areas with
previously unexplored wind resources.
For solar PV the constraints aren’t as
great. If you have grid with capacity and a
viable solar resource, you can generally find
suitable development locations.
The trend is towards a distributed system
that’s much less reliant on further scaling
up, or reinforcement of, transmission and
distribution networks. Technological
evolution means the business case for large

Andrew Thomson, managing director,
ACCIONA Energy Australia
Andrew Thomson is the managing
director of ACCIONA’s energy division in
Australia after starting as director of
development in 2007, where he was
responsible for developing large-scale
wind and solar projects. Andrew has a
Bachelor of Science degree and an MBA
from the University of Western
Australia, and more than 20 years’
professional experience. He has served
on the board of the Clean Energy
Council and sits on the Corporate
Council for the European Australian
Business Council.

The trend is towards
a distributed system
that’s much less
reliant on further
scaling up, or
reinforcement of,
transmission and
distribution
networks.
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Storage and utilityscale renewables is
the perfect marriage
— it is just a matter
of bringing the
numbers together to
make it happen.

Manuel López-Vélez,
business development manager,
Elecnor Australia
Manuel López-Vélez is business
development manager at Elecnor
Australia and previously served as
environmental business developer.
He has a masters in renewable
energy engineering and BSc
in environmental science.

investments in new transmission
infrastructure is less clear-cut than
previously. Economically it’s probably better
to move towards micro-grid models, which
are emerging around the world. Time will
tell which proposition is most compelling.
Dalgleish, RCR: The requirement for a
massively interconnected grid will be
greatly reduced due to local solar generation
and storage and behind the grid large scale
solar developments.
Wheeling power large distances creates
an inefficient grid as losses are increased.
Solar power provides the opportunity to
distribute generation (as fuel source is
continuous and not subject to mining as in
coal or piping for gas).
A more interconnected grid may allow
more large scale renewable energy projects
to be installed but the process of identifying
good sites, close to the load and in
conjunction with some inertial load support,
must ensure a project stacks up both
technically and financially.
López-Vélez, Elecnor: Probably yes,
projects will be located in areas with higher
irradiation and lower cost of land.
Can you share your forecasts for 2018
and beyond?
Thomson, ACCIONA: We believe solar
PV costs will continue their rapid descent
to compete equally with wind, and
complementary battery storage costs will
become more competitive, too.
There will also be further deployment of
wind and PV similar to activity this year,
and more demonstrations of how quickly

the industry can deploy assets to replace
retiring coal generators.
We predict further increases in the level
and intensity of competition. All of the
major international players are either here
already or arriving now, meaning that 2017’s
wind and PV price benchmarks will almost
certainly be broken next year.
Finally, and this is perhaps more wish
than forecast, we’d like to see bipartisan
support for, and action on, the
recommendations in the Finkel review and
the review of climate change policy.
Australia cannot afford to delay these
changes any longer.
Dalgleish, RCR: If we assume that over the
next five to 10 years the minimum
generation that will be installed will replace
current coal-fired power stations then we
would expect the market to be quite
significant. What we need is good policy to
ensure that there is a strong signal to the
market to continue investing in the lowest
cost forms of new electricity generation.
Further to the federal and state RET
schemes that will provide some certainty for
the next few years, there will be energy
consumers such as Sun Metals and
corporates such as Telstra who will be
looking to the market for the lowest cost of
electricity and if necessary constructing
these projects themselves. This should
result in more renewable energy projects
finding a way to market.
López-Vélez, Elecnor: Wind, solar and
other forms of renewable energy will be the
fastest growing power sources over the next
few decades.

Solar Installation Partnerships
Autonomous Energy is looking for experienced solar
contractors to enter into ongoing partnerships to
deliver a variety of projects throughout Australia.

Great opportunity to work on projects
from 20kW –10MW across Australia
Our company values... Quality, Safety & Performance
Established 2003
For an Expression of Interest Application, please email:
energy@autonomousenergy.com
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A leading provider of innovative and dependable
solar product solutions across Australia.
Solar Panels . Off-Grid Inverters . Grid-Connect Inverters
Energy Storage Systems . Solar Batteries . Mounting Systems

Solar panels with proven
performance, quality and
durability.
Suntech is a global leader in PV panel manufacturing,
well known for innovation, durability and performance
characteristics, with technology based on Australian R&D.
Designed and certified to endure extreme weather conditions
and temperatures, their industry recognised quality standards
are second to none, ensuring that customers are provided
with the highest standards of quality and reliability in design
and production complete with the VDE quality tested seal.
Suntech also offer an Industry leading 12 year product and 25
year performance warranty.

MPower is proud to be a key distributor of
Suntech products across Australia and New
Zealand. Contact our team for more information.

POWER WITH PURPOSE
www.mpower.com.au
info@mpower.com.au
1300 733 004
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BE PART OF THE FRONIUS
SERVICE PARTNER PROGRAM
The Fronius Solar Energy division has been
turning out quality products for 25 years,
working towards its vision of a world 100%
powered by renewable energy sources.
This requires technologies and solutions to
generate and store renewable energy with
unrivalled efficiency and to distribute and
consume energy wisely.

Fronius also believes it takes more than
technologies, which is why it provides indepth training on system design,
installation, data communications, fieldservice and an extensive product range to
system integrators and installers.
After completing the training, attendees
are certified Fronius Service Partners

(FSPs) and capable of offering higherquality solar installations and servicing.
Some exclusive features of being an FSP
include: access to its Technical Support
team in troubleshooting jobs; rights to its
PC Board Replacement Scheme; use of the
FSP logo and Fronius marketing support;
addition to the FSP database, allowing
customers to find your business with ease,
and; programs and rebates available
exclusively to the FSP network.
The two-day FSP program provides
theoretical and hands-on training and
equips system integrators and installers
with better understanding of the Fronius
product range and product applications
and capabilities.
Training is conducted at Fronius
Australia head offices in Tullamarine,
Victoria, and include the opportunity to
meet with Fronius Australia staff from the
managing director to the technical support
team and engineers.
Being certified and backed by Fronius
Solar Energy, FSPs offer high quality
installations centred on maximising
uptime, optimisation and flexibility. For
more information email Balaji Ganesan at
ganesan.balaji@fronius.com

ABB’S UNO-DM-PLUS SERIES
OPTIMIZES PV PERFORMANCE
The new UNO-DM-PLUS series is ABB’s optimal solution for
residential PV installations, the company says, with six power
ratings from 1.2 to 5.0kW it delivers high performance with
excellent power density.
Installation times are reduced due to the
“plug and play” connectors that remove the
need to open the inverter cover, allowing for
simple, fast and cost-effective installation.
An easy commissioning wizard simplifies the
configuration process, resulting in lower
installation time and reduced costs.
“At ABB we are committed to innovating
our range of solar technology, developing
new PV storage solutions and product
platforms to ensure the best performance
for our customers,” says Giovanni Frassineti,
head of ABB’s solar business.
“The UNO-DM-PLUS represents just that
commitment – the new design wraps ABB’s
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quality and engineering into a compact package, which thanks to
intelligent technological choices means we have created an
inverter solution optimized for domestic solar installations.”
Once installed, operators can expect an
improved user experience with the built-in user
interface allowing access to features such as
advanced inverter configuration settings,
dynamic feed-in control and load manager, all
of which can be accessed remotely via wireless
communication with an integrated web server.
This future-proof and flexible inverter design
allows the UNO-DM-PLUS to be easily
integrated within any device for smart building
automation, smart grid integration and with
third-party monitoring and control systems.
The unit also comes with remote over the air
firmware upgrade for inverter and components.
For further information contact the ABB
sales team at abb.com/solarinverters
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All-Energy 2017: get set
for the power pow-wow
The year’s biggest renewable energy exhibition and conference brings all the latest
in ideas and technology to Melbourne. Don’t miss it.

A

ustralia’s largest clean and
renewable energy event, All-Energy
Australia, is back for 2017 with a
packed two-day program of speakers,
exhibitors, networking events and
professional development opportunities.
Held in partnership with the Clean
Energy Council, All-Energy Australia offers
delegates unrivalled access to the latest
technology, information and trends relevant
to those working in or investing in the
renewable energy sector.
Exhibition director Robby Clark said
All-Energy Australia remained the most
comprehensive clean and renewable energy
event in the country. “More than 4,500
industry professionals came to All-Energy
Australia 2016, which was our largest
attendance record to date. We’re confident
this year’s program will maintain the
event’s reputation as a must-see for 2017,”
he said.
Clean Energy Council CEO Kane
Thornton underlined the importance of the
event to the industry. “As well as providing
a fantastic opportunity to look back on a
record-breaking year, All-Energy Australia
is held at a perfect time to look ahead to
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the challenges that will come our way in
2018,” Thornton said.
“It’s been an unprecedented year for our
industry, with dozens of projects underway.
These add up to about $8 billion of
investment and are set to create thousands
of new jobs.”
As part of the conference, the Clean
Energy Council will also host the Solar
Masterclass Series: one of the most
comprehensive professional development
programs for solar installers in the country.

ON THE EXHIBITION FLOOR
More than 120 companies from around
the world have been confirmed for
All-Energy Australia 2017, with the
exhibition floor set to showcase expert
advice and live demonstrations of new and
emerging products.
The exhibitor list features new and longstanding companies, including:
ABB Australia: ABB is a pioneering
technology leader that works closely with
utility, industry, transportation and
infrastructure customers to write the future
of industrial digitisation and realise value.
BYD Company Ltd: BYD Company

specialises in battery technologies, with
their well-renowned B-BOX, BYD Utility
scale ESS and the MINI ES 3KW/2KWh
systems all set to be on display.
Canadian Solar Australia: Canadian Solar
is a global energy provider with a proven
record in larger commercial solar

WORLD-CLASS SPEAKERS
More than 120 speakers are confirmed
for this year’s free-to-attend conference
program. Sessions have been structured
around three key focus areas:
Smart cities: Explore how the grid is
getting smarter and its impact on
creating more efficient urban areas.
Energy storage: Discuss how Australia
can unlock the potential of energy
storage with emerging technologies,
shifting consumer interest and demand
and an evolving global policy
environment.
Utilities: Access the transformation of
existing utility models and hear from
industry leaders. The event is co-located
with Waste Expo Australia, the premier
event for the waste and resource
recovery industry in the country.
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installations. It operates in 20 countries
including Australia.
Clenergy: One of the largest global
mounting system manufacturers, providing
high-quality, versatile solar PV mounting
products for commercial, residential and
utility-scale customers.
Delta Energy Systems: Delta Energy
Systems develops modern and highly
efficient solar inverters with and without
transformers for all sizes of PV plants and
for all types of PV modules.
Redback Technologies: A market-leading
company focused on the development of
advanced, low-cost solar solutions for
residential and commercial users.
One Stop Warehouse: Established in Perth,
One Stop Warehouse offers a wide range of
solar panels, inverters, mountings and
electrical equipment.
Schletter: A global manufacturer of
premium quality solar mounting systems
which are designed to reduce installation
complexity while delivering superior
durability over the product’s lifetime.
SolarEdge Technologies: SolarEdge
provides an intelligent inverter solution that
has changed the way power is harvested and
managed in solar photovoltaic systems.
SolaX Power: SolaX Power’s product range
incorporates the very latest in solar
innovation, which includes the groundbreaking X-Hybrid battery storage system.
Tesla: Tesla’s mission is to accelerate the
world’s transition to sustainable energy
and it is recognised as a leading voice in
energy storage across Australia. Powerwall
Home Battery Storage and Powerpack will
be on display.

NETWORKING
Organisers have scheduled networking
opportunities across the two days, helping
delegates meet like-minded professionals
from a range of visiting sectors.
The Grand Networking Event is a mustattend, where industry comes together at
the end of the first day for light beverages,
courtesy of SMA.
The Clean Energy Council will host the
prestigious Solar Design and Installation
Awards Night on Wednesday October 11 to
celebrate some of the industry’s most
innovative and skilled professionals.
Those looking to maximise their time on
site can access the All-Energy Business
Matching Program, which offers delegates
access to speaker presentations and a
personalised itinerary.
www.ecogeneration.com.au
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PROGRAM HIGHLIGHTS
Delegates will have access to presentations from a variety of disciplines, which include
energy storage, community energy, policy and finance, new technologies, energy
efficiency, the future of the grid and more.

Future Energy and the Grid,
Wednesday October 11,
10.50am-12.10pm
This session will unite industry experts to
discuss the technological, policy and
financial solutions needed to facilitate a
smooth transition to a low-carbon
economy. Delegates will get to hear from
a variety of perspectives, ranging from
technology leaders to utility-scale solar
generators to policymakers working in
energy transformation. This session will
be chaired by TransGrid Business
Development Manager Gustavo Bodini.

Energy Storage 1: Future
Direction in Battery Storage,
Wednesday October 11,
10.50am-12.10pm
Smart Commercial Solar founder Huon
Hoogestegar will discuss the future of
the solar, storage and energy market.
Tesla Energy’s Lara Olsen will follow with
an insights session around implementing
residential, commercial and utility-scale
battery storage across Australia. Then
EOS Storage vice-president for business
development Phillippe Bouchard will talk
about the latest battery storage systems.

Solar: Latest advancements and
opportunities for the PV sector,
Wednesday October 11,
10.50am-12.10pm
Delegates will have the opportunity to
hear world-renowned solar scientist

Dr Shi discuss solar developments in
Australia. Dr Shi is an entrepreneur,
fellow of the Australia Academy of
Technological Science and Engineering
and an Adjunct Professor at UNSW. This
session will also feature tips from Todae
Solar on entering the commercial and
industrial solar space.

Future Grid: Urban Renewable
Energy, Thursday October 12,
12.55pm-2.15pm
Dr Neil Thompson from the University of
Technology in Queensland will use this
session to explore how best to develop
multi-resident housing with solar energy
and electric transport integration. Flex
senior vice-president Scott Graybeal will
present customer insights around energy
use in the connected home, along with a
case study on the solar, storage and
electric vehicle household in Australia
presented by ChargeWorks.

Energy Storage, Thursday
October 12, 2.55pm – 4.15pm
This session will offer the latest
technology insights into lithium ion and
vanadium flow batteries, including a
presentation from SimpliPhi Power CEO
Catherine Von Burg. ITP Renewables’
Jonathan Kennedy, Nano-Nouvelle’s CEO
Stephanie Moroz and Auspacenergy’s
Peter Morrow will also present, adding
their perspectives on where energy
storage is headed in Australia.

EVENT DETAILS
All-Energy Australia Conference and Exhibition
October 11 and 12, 2017
Melbourne Convention and Exhibition Centre, 1 Convention Centre Place, South Wharf
All-Energy Australia is a free-to-attend trade show and conference.
To access the 2017 program and register for free, please visit the All-Energy Australia website
all-energy.com.au
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Race to
the bottom
could drown
installers
The industry will suffer if the working
relationship between solar retailers and
subcontractor installers is weak, write Leandro
Caruso and Gareth Clarke of Cranfield
Projects, especially when it comes to rates.

T

he past decade has seen an increasing number of solar
retailers driven by a seemingly cost-competitive marketing
strategy as their backbone for achieving higher volumes in
sales. But how much do we know about the effect of this on
third-party subcontractors and consequently on the customers the
retailers fought so hard to get?
We know that a solar installer is responsible for the final step of
the process and that a retailer must go through from new customer
acquisition to final installation, so it’s probably fair to say the
customer’s final touch-point with the company’s sale process is
determined by its solar installer.
If this is so, to what extent can the retailers pressure them to
lower their costs to the absolute limit?
Subcontractor install rates can often be so tight, after deducting
materials and other expenses, that all it takes is a minor operational
hiccup and a loss in incurred. This is a fact that installers as well as
retailers should be aware of to understand the pressure their service
providers are under.
To better understand how these low-cost shortcuts may seriously
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affect the retailer’s overall volume in sales,
it is necessary to comprehend that an
unsatisfied installer will transfer
frustrations to the customer and this will
escalate to a much wider network of
potential customers, risking potential
referrals and organic growth.
Subcontractors should also never agree to
install for a company without having done
due diligence on the company, including
sales practices and procedures. It’s critical
there is strong communication between
sales teams and the installers. Ideally, they
will meet and do a few site inspections
together so the installer can show exactly
what data is required.
For example, what is very common these
days for grid-connected PV is a “remote site
inspection”. In an ideal world, the installer
will perform a physical site inspection to
ensure the system can be installed, as well
as do an analysis of exactly what materials
are required to perform the install. But it
can add several hundred dollars to the cost
of the system to have this done.
Instead, many retailers prefer to take the
risk. But unfortunately in most cases the
risk falls on the installer because if the job is
cancelled or postponed through no fault of
their own they still must pay their own
business expenses, including labour costs.

TOO MUCH TOO SOON
A key factor that retailers must consider
when securing rates is installer experience.
A typical newly accredited installer will be
happy to agree to lower than average rates
in order to get more experience. The
challenge here is that CEC accreditation
alone is not the be all and end all, as there
are so many challenges an installer faces in
each property they encounter.
An experienced installer will know how
to deal with these issues, whereas a newly
accredited installer may struggle or resign
to the fact it can’t be done.
This risk factor is commonplace with
commercial installs, where we’ve seen
predominantly residential subcontractors
agree to take on a commercial install at very
low rates. But there are significant
complexities with commercial installs that
don’t exist in residential. Whereas the solar
retailer may think they’ve succeeded by
securing low rates, all they’ve done is put
the project at high risk of failure.
A phrase we hear often from experienced
installers who charge themselves out at well
above market rates is “call us when
something goes wrong”. And despite their
www.ecogeneration.com.au
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rates being higher than average, they will be
booked months in advance as wise retailers
know that paying more in the beginning will
save you more in the long run.

SEND IN THE PROFESSIONALS
In selecting a subcontractor for commercial
installs, aside from technical competence
there is a distinct difference in the “soft”
skills that are critical to acknowledge – as
there’s a much higher level of
professionalism on site which is typically
required when installing for a major
corporate versus domestic installs, not to
mention approach to health and safety. We
always recommend solar retailers to
interview install teams for such factors to
ensure they won’t cause issues on site.
Installer rates are not only subject to the
laws of supply and demand. It’s true that
areas with a higher concentration of CECaccredited installers mean lower labour
rates. But there is also a lot of
disgruntlement in certain regional and
remote areas where installers refuse to do
work for other sales companies.
In many regional and remote parts of
Australia installers flatly refuse to install for

there is a scarcity of accredited installers in
outback areas. But this does cause other
concerns. Such as, if the installer needs to
return for any kind of rectification, it
becomes cost-prohibitive to send the
installer back to site.

KNOW YOUR CASHFLOW
When agreeing rates, it’s critical that every
single eventuality is agreed upon so there
are no surprises. There are countless stories
of high-level install rates being agreed but
when the invoice comes through there are
extra items which were not discussed or
approved. This causes disputes, which can
delay payments, which can drag on and
ultimately hurt subcontractors’ cash flow.
We recommend subcontractors use a
cashflow finance facility, where your
invoices can be funded in advance of being
paid by the solar retailer, typically to 80% of
face value within 24 to 48 hours. The
balance is then paid when the invoice is
paid, less a small fee. Many of these finance
providers offer a trade credit insurance
policy, so if the retailer goes into
receivership or liquidation up to 90% of the
debt can be insured. It’s a great “sleep at

A solar retailer may think they’ve succeeded by
securing low rates when in fact all they’ve done
is put the project at high risk of failure.
third parties, or command prohibitive rates
due to historic issues with unscrupulous
operators, or because they simply want to
preserve customers in the local area for
themselves and so make it difficult for
“outsiders” to do business.
On the flip side, there have been stories of
regional installers “stealing” sales by
turning up at the customer’s house and
offering a cheaper deal. So, it’s important
that retailers also do their due diligence and
get a contract in place to protect them from
stealing clients and stock. One simple way to
avoid this is to only subcontract to installers
who don’t retail their own systems.
To get around this many solar retailers
will use “travelling” install teams. Whereby
trucks are loaded up with up to eight jobs at
a time and metro installers at favourable
labour rates can travel thousands of
kilometres, performing sometimes two jobs
a day. In some parts of Australia this is
essential, such as Western Australia where

night” policy as anyone who has been
installing solar for some time has been burnt
by company failure. The facility also allows
for credit checks of the retailer before
committing to doing business with them.
Cranfield Projects is in the process of
launching a cash flow finance solution
through a third party which will also
provide subcontractors with a type of
overdraft for business essential items. This
can provide, subject to a clean credit file and
GST registration, a cash advance facility of
up to $15,000, as well as trade finance
facilities. If invoices are owed restricting
cash flow, and materials are needed to
complete a job, the facility can pay directly
for the materials and provide you with up to
four months to repay.
Cranfield Projects is a renewable energy project
services company which offers consulting on
solar installations as well as recruitment, labour
hire and project management services.
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Petals power
Melbourne kids are having a fine old time clambering over a solar installation
that symbolises the demise of old man coal.

R

ising from a rare patch of green in
Fitzroy, the black outline of Coal
Flowers is like an obituary to carbon
that’s been written against the sky.
Local kids climb onto its platforms and
slide down its chute, thinking of nothing
much more than how good it feels to run
and shout. The arty types who wander past
on their way down Brunswick Street might
appreciate the Gothic symbolism in this
dark urban garden.
But once everyone spots the solar panels
up above, sculptor Benjamin Gilbert is
hoping the message will come across loud
and clear: clean energy has beaten coal, and
that’s that. So let’s have fun!
To Gilbert, panels as petals makes sense.
It doesn’t really matter if they’re not all
lined up neatly in a row.
“I didn’t appreciate the limitations of
standard systems when I drew the scheme …
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I just wanted to draw the clear relationships
between flowers essentially being solar
panels,” Gilbert says.
“It’s grounded in something a bit more
real for people, rather than being this hightech land-on-the-moon stuff, and for the
kids to make that connection, that it’s free
abundant energy.”
The project – five steel flowers standing
nine metres tall – is the result of a $210,000
grant from the Victorian government, with
solar expertise provided pro bono by Clean
Technology Partners. The site was overdue
for a facelift and Gilbert stood out for taking
awards such as Australia’s Best Cubby at the
2017 Melbourne International Garden Show,
along with residential design awards.
Gilbert is a sculptor, not a solar installer,
so his idea of a good-enough PV system has
the 25 Suntech panels facing any which way
so long as it’s upwards. “It needed to be

without the standard rigour of an array,” he
says, conceding that Coal Flowers probably
won’t generate optimally. But there’s a tool
for every job and Enphase had a solution
with its microinverters, which squeeze the
most from arrays by optimising output at
individual panel level. “It’s a bird in the
hand for Enphase, and opens up creative
possibility which I hope will be exploited …
it doesn’t have to be brutal economics; we
can make things beautiful for their own
sake.”
A cold focus on the economics of solar is
what has helped the technology finally crack
through the tough shells of politicians’
heads, however, and installers are unlikely
to start designing sub-optimal systems any
time soon. Gilbert reckons that’s a shame, if
it means more sculptural pieces aren’t
commissioned just for the heck of it.
“We do yearn to make beautiful things, to
www.ecogeneration.com.au
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be around beautiful things, to live
beautifully, and sculptural merit and
conceptual merit plays a role in that,” he
says. “We might be 80-90% efficient instead
of 100%, but the benefit of making people
question and step out of that rigid
framework of hard-nosed economics [makes
it worthwhile].”
At 6.8kW, Coal Flowers is a symbolic
gesture. “It isn’t going to change the world …
but this is a flag to future play and the
meaning of identity and place and
contaminated soil and regrowth, like the
phoenix.”

Photograph by Benjamin Gilbert.

OPPORTUNITIES TO PLAY
Cubbies started life as a community park
necessitated by the dislocation that came
with high-rise state housing. “Once upon a
time the mothers could look out the back
door and call the kids for dinner,” says
David Weston, co-chair of the Fitzroy
Adventure Playground. “Whereas if the
mother is on the 15th floor of a high-rise
apartment, chances are the children are
down in the open spaces unsupervised.”
The area has served as a communal
backyard for children living in social

housing at the Atherton Gardens Estate in
Fitzroy since 1974 and was named Cubbies
for the amateur cubbyhouse constructions
kids nailed together on the site in the early
days. Times have changed and play
equipment these days is almost accidentproof. Some requirements haven’t changed,
however. “The pods Ben has designed in his
structure, the children can get inside those;

$

they’re secret places where they can tell
stories to one another, and we also wanted
to encourage active play, so there is a lot of
climbing involved,” Weston says. “This
structure gives many different opportunities
to play.”
Electricity generated on the flowers is
sent to the activity centre with surplus
exported to the grid.

SUPER EARLY BIRD
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The enormous dish assets are once again earning
their keep at the Victorian test facility.

Revamp puts panels on plates
A concentrated solar trial facility in Victoria is slowly being transformed to
flat-panel generation — with a dual-axis tracking twist.

T

he generic rectangular solar panel
appears to have achieved dominance
as a means to harness the sun’s
energy, but there are plenty of other
technologies that fought hard along the way.
Concentrated photovoltaic, or CPV, uses
parabolic lenses to focus sunlight onto
highly efficient cells to generate electricity
or to heat oil or water. Groups of these
towering giants have been built over the
years in dusty hotspots around the world
but hope has waned over time.
With the sun still beating hard onto the
sites, and the dishes often rigged with dualaxis tracking, there is plenty of opportunity
to make the most of what you’ve got and
upgrade to new technology.
That’s what’s happening in Bridgewater,
about 3 hours from Mildura in Victoria,
where Ceramet Solar has converted two
CPV dishes and boosted output to about
8kW a piece.
The site includes large dishes about
16 metres across, medium dishes which are
7.5 metres in diameter and small dishes
three metres across.
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The CPV experiment might have sounded
exciting a few years ago, but “it was not
really viable,” Ceramet Solar project
engineer Hubert Natividad told
EcoGeneration. “The O&M [operations and
maintenance] is very high. We think
converting to PV and using the dual axis
will be a better option.”

But with approval to connect up to 1.3MW
to the local Powercor network, the sites still
hold value for current owner Ceramet
(owned by Hugh Middendorp).
Ceramet is also working with RMIT
university in developing a desalination
system which can be integrated into its CPV
dishes. “We plan to have a CPV system that

With the sun still beating hard onto the site and
the CPV dishes often rigged with dual-axis
tracking, there was plenty of opportunity to make
the most of things and install panels.
The trial facility was originally built by
Solar Systems, which tried to develop CPV
technology at Bridgewater before being
placed in administration after it failed to
commercialise the technology. It sold to
Silex Systems in 2010, which delivered a
1.5MW CPV plant in Mildura and a 1MW
CPV off-grid plant in Saudi Arabia. Silex
decided to cease operations in 2015.

generates value from both electrical and
thermal energy,” says Natividad.
The plan at Bridgewater is to refit six more
of the dual-axis tracker medium-sized CPV
dishes with PV panels and seven of the large
dishes, which he expects will generate about
25kW each. Five of the concentrator dishes
are generating and will be maintained.
“It’s getting busy for us,” he says.
www.ecogeneration.com.au
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power generation, so much so that at certain
times of the day supply may exceed demand.
This is where MPower’s BESS will help to
match the demand and supply cycle.
Is there any other renewable generation
on the island?
In addition to its implementation of solar
power generation, we understand that the
Cook Islands also has some bio fuel
generation capability.

How to offset
500,000 litres
of diesel a year
A contract to build a large-scale energy storage system in
Rarotonga will help wean the Pacific island off dirty diesel.

C

lean energy giant MPower has been
awarded a contract to design, build
and install a 5.6MWh Battery Energy
Storage System (BESS) at the 1MW Te Mana
Ra Solar PV facility in Rarotonga, capital of
the Cook Islands.
The BESS is intended to provide increased
flexibility for the island’s electricity utility
to manage the increasing renewable
generation feeding into the grid.
The NZ$4.3 million lithium-ion storage
solution is a key element of the Government
of the Cook Islands’ Renewable Energy
Sector Project.
The BESS project is expected to be
completed by the first half of 2018.
Nathan Wise, CEO of Tag Pacific Limited,
MPower’s ASX-listed parent company, told
EcoGeneration about the project.
What issues is the battery energy
www.ecogeneration.com.au
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storage system expected to solve?
MPower’s BESS has proprietary grid
stabilisation capability which regulates
the variations in power output on the one
hand and demand by users on the other.
Consequently, MPower’s BESS will be
a valuable component in the Cook Island’s
increasing drive towards 100% reliance on
renewable energy.
Unlike many other companies who are
aspiring to participate in the energy storage
sector, MPower already has years of deep
practical experience in Australia, with sites
in Western Australia, the Northern
Territory and Queensland.
What share of generation is solar on
Rarotonga?
The Cook Islands has made significant
advances in the implementation of solar

Is there much residential solar on
the island?
The Cook Islands has made steady progress
in implementing residential solar over the
last few years. Because of the relatively high
proliferation of residential installations, the
time when the power is currently being
generated does not always match when it is
required. The further deployment of
residential solar has effectively now been
paused pending the introduction of
MPower’s BESS.
MPower’s BESS will be the mechanism by
which the Cook Islands excess generation of
solar power will be “time-shifted” to
periods when demand for solar power
would otherwise be greater than the supply.
Will it be shipped to site complete or
assembled there?
MPower’s BESS is modular and is designed,
manufactured and fully tested at MPower’s
facility in Ingleburn, NSW.
How much diesel do you think the BESS
will offset?
In broad terms diesel fuel consumption is
approximately 250 litres per MWh.
MPower’s BESS has a peak storage capacity
of 5.6MWh with an average of one cycle per
day, therefore at peak capacity and
assuming that maximum solar energy is
stored, the offset could be up to 511,000
litres of diesel a year. Consideration must
also be given to the 10-year design life.
Are you working on any projects
in Australia?
MPower’s ability to deliver large scale
renewable energy projects in remote
locations was most recently demonstrated
with the completion of a 5MW solar plant in
Samoa. As an experienced and serious
contender in the renewable energy sector,
MPower is investing heavily and is
currently working on a significant number
of Australian projects, details of which
cannot be disclosed at this time.
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SOLAR ACCREDITATION UPDATE

Spotlight on
solar excellence
It’s time to enter your best work for the year in the Solar Design
and Installation Awards. Clean Energy Council executive general
manager of industry integrity Sandy Atkins will show you how.

I

fondly remember the first Clean Energy
Council event I was involved in. It was the
gala dinner held as part of Clean Energy
Week in 2012. At the event I was lucky
enough to announce the winners of the
Clean Energy Council Solar Design and
Installation Awards.
At the time the industry had been through
a period of massive and rapid growth which
was obviously incredibly positive.
But all actions have their equal and
opposite reactions.
The expansion of the industry led to a lot
of talk about poor quality installations and a
focus on all the things that solar installers
should avoid doing.
Being involved with the awards was great
because it celebrated the positive things we
as an industry were doing. For the same
reason I look forward to them every year.
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SOLAR SHOWCASE
Each year we receive a lot of applications to
the Design and Installation awards and it is
always exciting to see the innovative way
installers have approached technical
challenges. A couple really stand out for me
over the years.
The first was a 16kW remote solar project
for His House of Hope Hospital in South
Sudan. This system was designed and
installed by Martin Dingemanse from Mode
Electrical. It was a stand-alone power
system that was designed, constructed and
commissioned in Tasmania before being
shipped to Sudan for installation.
It has cut down the reliance on expensive
– and difficult to source – diesel fuel to
provide electricity to the hospital. This
system provides clean, reliable power and
has literally saved lives.
www.ecogeneration.com.au
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Sandy Atkins

Another system example is a 21kW
stand-alone power system installed in
Raymangirr by Philip Robertson from
Bushlight. Raymangirr is an indigenous
homeland about 260km by road from
Nhulunbuy in the East Arnhem region of the
Northern Territory. There is a core
population of 60 and the community
includes seven houses, a school, a
community office, a health clinic and a store.
Each of the connected buildings has an
energy management unit or energy meter
fitted to control the loads. This ensures
equity use by each connected building and
splits the power into three discrete buses:
essential, discretionary and generator-only.
This provides a staged shutdown of supply,
in the event that the power use exceeds the
allocated capacity. Fridges, smoke alarms
and a couple of lights are installed on the
essential bus, while the balance of the
lighting load, the ceiling fans and power
points are connected to timed circuits on
the discretionary bus.
A third circuit runs equipment like airconditioners. This power is only available
when the generating set is running,
preventing such from running down the
renewable energy supplied power.
Last was a 99.75kW solar power system
installed by Mark Deutschbein and Mark
Fanning of iEnergytech. The awards are
predominately focused on innovation but
these installers went genuinely above and
beyond. The design and installation on this
job was exceptional, and the testing and
commission process was well and truly
www.ecogeneration.com.au
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above what is required. They can basically
tell you the torque setting of each bolt, nut
and isolator screw in the whole system.

ENTER THE 2017 SOLAR DESIGN
AND INSTALLATION AWARDS
Do you want to be recognised as a top gun
solar designer/installer? Have you installed
a system in the past 12 months that you are
really proud of? The Clean Energy Council’s
solar awards are open for applications until
August 15.
The solar industry is filled with incredibly
skilled and passionate professionals and
these awards are a chance to celebrate this
work. The focus is on systems that are
innovative and provide a good solution to
customer requirements.
This year we have restructured the
categories of the awards. We have three
awards for the smaller systems:
• Off-grid – Under 30kW
• Grid-connect with Battery – Under 30kW
• Grid-connect – Under 30kW
We also have two awards for larger systems:
• 30-240kW – Open Category
• 240kW and over – Open Category
These categories can be for either on-grid,
on-grid with storage or off-grid systems.
The winners will be announced on
Wednesday October 11 at the awards dinner,
one of the highlights of the All-Energy
Australia Exhibition and Conference.
Nominations close on Tuesday August 15.
Visit the Clean Energy Council website to
find out more about entering and to submit
your nominated projects.
ecogeneration August 2017
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Rapid shutdown,
a bet against catastrophe
As commercial and industrial solar grows, Jeff Routledge of Tigo Energy explains the
case for including rapid shutdown capabilities as a buttress against disaster.

M

odule-level power electronics and
rapid shutdown are relatively rare
subjects in the world of solar PV.
Most times projects are described in terms
of load, output, savings and little more.
I came across module-level power
electronics (MLPE) and rapid shutdown
about eight years ago while working for an
Australian solar distributor which at the
time was sole distributor for SolarEdge and
Tigo Energy products. My previous
experience in the UPS industry had instilled
in me a very healthy respect for high-voltage
DC and the need for good DC safety options
such as rapid shutdown.
First, let me explain. MLPE-rapid
shutdown is the ability to switch the DC
output of individual panels off, rapidly and
automatically. For SolarEdge this means
1VDC output per MLPE device, and for Tigo
Energy and Enphase this means zero VDC
output per MLPE device.
When we started promoting these new
MLPE products in Australia, many solar
installers made comments like, “We have
been doing this for years and solar just
works, we do not need online inverter
monitoring. And besides, solar systems are
safe; you don’t need any additional safety.
It’s just a waste of time and money.”
But validation was just around the corner.
That same year NSW was hit by flooding
and many towns went under, including
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Wagga Wagga and Cowra. This prompted
the Clean Energy Council to post several
warnings to flood-affected areas that for
those forced to take shelter on their roof
tops fitted with roof top solar, there was a
very real danger from high voltage DC that
would still be present within the solar array
while the sun was shining.

SHOCKED ON TOP
Today, virtually every inverter sold in
Australia has web-based monitoring as
standard equipment, or has it available as an
option card, and the industry has embraced
inverter-level monitoring as valuable.
Significant educational progress has been
made in relation to the safety benefits of
implementing rapid shutdown, and through
the efforts of companies like SolarEdge,
Enphase and Tigo Energy market awareness
is higher today than it has ever been. But in
the commercial space we have not seen the
same degree of promotion and uptake of the
rapid shutdown standard as we have seen
with other new tools such as inverter
monitoring. This might be because rapid
shutdown is a product that everyone hopes
they will never have to use – but it is foolish
to ignore its long-term benefits.
Commercial solar customers are very
different from residential customers, with
different needs and decision-making
processes. It seems that many commercial

solar companies in Australia do not fully
appreciate the long-term value that
increased safety (rapid shutdown) and DC
safety afford commercial solar customers.
Many commercial solar systems are still
being sold based on the lowest upfront
system price as opposed to the best
commercial system design and lowest total
cost of ownership.
A good system design will provide
commercial customers higher levels of
safety, greater bankability, efficient O&M
and asset protection and risk mitigation for
the businesses in relation to preventing
business disruptions.
Around the world many countries – the
United States (NEC 609.17), Canada (CSA
C22.2 NO. 107.1-01) and Europe (VDE) –
have been leading the way in relation to
safety and many have begun legislating
various forms of rapid shutdown. In

Jeff Routledge
is Asia-Pacific
manager of USheadquartered
solar technology
company Tigo
Xxxxx
Energy. xxxxx
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Australia we have seen some steps in this
direction through the introduction of
manual tools like the roof top isolator, but
more can be done.

A COMMERCIAL DECISION
With energy costs continuing to trend
upwards, Australia manufacturers are
increasingly looking at ways to become
more competitive and efficient with their
energy usage; and most are looking for longterm solutions that will enable the business
to both fix energy and production costs. For
many companies solar PV is becoming a
viable option for consideration.

Over the past six years of working in the
MLPE space I have been privileged to work
on a number of large-scale 1MW-plus
commercial solar projects here in Australia
and overseas. Many of these projects
mandate the integration of rapid shutdown;
one was a 1.2MW system installed on a
commercial airport in Adelaide and more
recently a 1MW system for Finlay Cold
Storage in Sri Lanka.
In those examples system safety coupled
with the ability to prevent disruption to the
business operations were key drivers as to
why these companies voluntarily adopted
rapid shutdown. A simple fault within the

DC wiring of the array could result in
disruption of business and significant
business losses simply because the array’s
DC energy could not be switched off.
It happened in February when an array
fire in Japan resulted in the loss of the solar
asset and the loss of the premises.
Firefighters did not contend the array fire
because of the risks posed by high-voltage
DC, but had the system been equipped with
MLPE features like rapid shutdown the
outcome most have been very different.
As an industry we need to provide our
customers with long-term solutions and
partners, not just short-term sales.

CALENDAR OF EVENTS
EVENT

DATE / VENUE

WEBSITE

Australian Clean Energy Summit 2017

18-19 JUL 2017, Hilton Sydney

cleanenergysummit.com.au

Australia New Zealand Biochar Conference

10-12 AUG 2017, Tweed Shire, NSW

anzbc.org.au

Power Grid Resilience 2017

21-23 AUG 2017, Melbourne

powergridresilience.iqpc.com.au

Africa Australia Technology & Infrastructure Conference

4-5 SEP 2017, Perth Chamber of Commerce and Industry

africaaustraliaconference.com

Solar-Diesel Hybrid & Battery Systems Conference

5-6 SEP 2017, Mercure Hotel, Perth

idc-online.com/conferences

Australian Smart Lighting Summit 2017

13-14 SEP 2017, Melbourne Convention & Exhibition Centre

lightingconference.com.au

Wind Farms 2020

20-21 SEP 2017, Royce Hotel Melbourne

windfarms2020.iqpc.com.au

AFR National Energy Summit

9-10 OCT 2017, Sofitel Wentworth, Sydney

informa.com.au/event/
afr-national-energy-summit

All-Energy 2017

11-12 OCT 2017, Melbourne Convention and Exhibition Centre

all-energy.com.au

Waste Expo Australia

11-12 OCT 2017, Melbourne Convention and Exhibition Centre

wasteexpoaustralia.com.au

National Energy Efficiency Conference 2017

20-21 NOV 2017, Pullman Melbourne, Albert Park

eec.org.au/events/nationalenergy-efficiency-conference

Bioenergy Australia 2017 Conference

20-22 NOV 2017, Dockside, Cockle Bay Wharf, Sydney

bioenergyaustralia.org/pages/
bioenergy-australia-2017

Australian Utility Week 2017

29-30 NOV 2017, Melbourne Convention & Exhibition Centre

australian-utility-week.com

www.ecogeneration.com.au
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Clean energy market wrap
LARGE-SCALE GENERATION
CERTIFICATE (LGC) MARKET
Although May and June did bring some
volatility and periods of illiquidity, the spot
LGC market spent most of that period in the
mid-to-high $70s. Price volatility in the
forward curve however was far greater,
with the Cal 18 vintage falling from the high
$70s to the low $70s before recovering to
end the financial year just above the $80
mark. The Cal 19s fell from the mid $60s to
the low $50s, only to rebound to $67 by
June 30.
The recovery appears to be linked to
renewed confidence that neither new

project commitments nor the prospects of a
major liable entity paying the penalty are
likely to alter expectations of the market
being short in 2018. The release of the
Finkle Review has also got the market
thinking about the transition from the
existing Renewable Energy Target to the
proposed Clean Energy Target and how this
would be managed. Many months of
political uncertainty appear still to come.

SMALL-SCALE TECHNOLOGY
CERTIFICATE (STC) MARKET
The solar juggernaut continued to roll full
steam into the middle of the year, having a

profound impact on the STC market during
that period. Once the Clearing House
returned to surplus in late May, the spot
market ultimately opened in the low $39s
and remained stable until some dramatic
falls took place in late June, which saw the
market trade into the $36s before recovering
into the mid $37s in July.
The softening is a result of the significant
surplus of STCs above the 2017 that has
arisen over recent months; a surplus that
appears likely to grow considerably across
the remainder of the year. Indeed, the
forward market is anticipating lower prices
for the third and fourth quarters.

‘000s STCs

WEEKLY STC SUBMISSIONS
450
400
350
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250
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Marco Stella is senior broker,
environmental markets at TFS Green
Australia. The TFS Green Australia
team provides project and
transactional environmental market
brokerage and data services across
all domestic and international
renewable energy, energy efficiency
and carbon markets.
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DOMESTIC
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CREATION

SPOT PRICE ($AU)

LGC — Large-scale Generation Certificates

188,121,592

79.10

STC — Small-scale Technology Certificates

169,530,306

37.25

VEEC — Victorian Energy Efficient Certificates

41,388,788

10.80

ESC — NSW Energy Saving Certificates

20,318,061

12.60

INTERNATIONAL
EUA — European Emission Allowances

DEC ’17 PRICE (€)
5.06

DEC ’17 PRICE ($AU)
7.78
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ENERGY EFFICIENCY MARKETS
(VEEC AND ESC)
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1 YEAR DAILY CLOSING SPOT LGC PRICE
$/MWh

The Victorian Energy Efficiency Certificate
market stunned everyone in May and June
with a sharp increase in supply despite the
consistent softening in the spot price. The
surge appears to be the result of much
cheaper high-bay LED technology, which
has blown away previous estimates for a
floor price required for financial viability.
The increase in supply meant that as of
late June there were already 7.5 million
VEECs in the system (registered plus
pending registration) to meet the 2017
target of 5.9 million, with seven months
more to create. At the time of writing the
spot market sat at $10.80, though forwards
into 2018 were trading at a healthy
escalation above the spot market.
The news in the NSW Energy Savings
Certificate (ESC) market was almost as bad,
with ongoing strength in supply also adding
to the very large surplus and pushing prices
downward. Having broken through the $14
mark early in June, the market pushed to a
low of $12.60 by month’s end with a recordbreaking weekly registration figure of more
than 700,000 to bring the market to a level
not seen since late 2014. At the time of
writing there were 4.9 million ESCs
registered to meet the 2017 target of about
4 million, with 2017 vintage ESCs still able
to be created until the middle of 2018.

$/tonne CO2 equiv
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Good connections
Eco Soul Power owner and
director John Ryan-Knight is
meeting a lot of demand for
off-grid systems — and
everyone wants storage, he
tells EcoGeneration.

Below: John Ryan-Knight is fitting systems for folk
who want total independence.

You’re based on the Sunshine Coast.
What sort of work do you do in the area?
Mainly off-grid, which I’ve been branching
into over the past few years. My business
has been predominantly grid-connect over
the past 10 years, but everybody wants
batteries and off-grid [has taken off ].
Queensland being so vast I do a lot of travel
as well, including Darwin in the next few
weeks and out west [deeper into
Queensland]. There are a lot of regional
communities, where people prefer to go offgrid, and also a lot of residential places
doing large off-grid hybrid installations.
If they’re going off-grid then it sounds
like your customers like batteries?
Yes and no. Everybody wants batteries,
without a doubt, but cost is a major factor.
When you start talking about cost with
people they will back away pretty quickly.
Generally my customers are off-grid for a
reason: either they haven’t got access to
mains power, or they don’t want to be gridconnected because they’re annoyed with the
grid, or they can afford it because they’re at
the higher end of the market. The ones who
can afford it spend a fair bit on batteries.
Are you mainly retrofitting batteries or
also installing solar at the same time?
Not necessarily. A lot of the people who do
have solar look at the options of adding
batteries but the ones with the [Queensland
solar bonus scheme] 44-cent tariff [which
closed in 2012 and lasts until 2028] won’t
find any financial gain to do that. I’m finding
for a lot of customers if I do any gridconnected systems we automatically put
hybrid inverters in so they are battery-ready.
Everybody’s waiting for the time when the
batteries are going to be cheaper.
How long do you think that will take?
It’s happening now, I guess, but without any
government subsidies I think within the
next 12 months or towards the end of the
year we’ll see dramatic drops in battery
prices. It’s the early adopters who will spur
that along. The more batteries we sell the
cheaper they’re going to get. There’s a big
influx of lithium ion batteries now.
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What sort of storage are you installing?
I worked with an importer of Aquion
batteries for the last 2.5 years – but not any
more [the company filed for bankruptcy in
February]. I thought it was a great battery
and it still is, so hopefully it will be back one
day. Now I’m working with Ecoult, the
CSIRO battery.
Why are you avoiding lithium ion?
From the outset I wasn’t sure about the
safety of lithium ion. I wouldn’t put it in my
own home. When Aquion came in I got
involved because it’s a benign substance,
completely harmless and safety is
paramount. But they went and my next
option is going back into lead-acid, so I
chose Ecoult’s technology, with their
ultracapacitor battery. Again, they’re fully
recyclable. I think we’re going to have
problems recycling lithium batteries in the
future. For what I do, off-grid situations,
I don’t think lithium is there yet.
Do battery customers understand
concerns about safety?
Safety is a real worry for people. And
installers bear a lot of responsibility for
their jobs, so we’ve got to be confident with
that. I think a lot of the hybrid jobs are going
lithium, mainly because of the price factor.
There are a lot of companies selling
inverter-and-battery packages, and that is
purely price-driven. They’re really going
down in price. A lot of them are toys, really,
in my opinion.
What have you learned along the way
about sizing batteries for systems?
A lot of guys have been slung into the
battery industry not really knowing what to
do. So, yes, sizing is the biggest issue. A lot of
systems get installed and the customers
don’t really know what they’re getting.
They’ll be sold a battery based on capacity
without taking into account the depth of
discharge and what the actual usable
capacity is, and being disappointed when
they’re not getting an outcome. Same with
off-grid systems, when people are sold
systems that are nowhere near what they
need. It’s crazy what’s going on out there.
A lot of the larger companies are
employing salespeople who have really got
no knowledge in the field, then they employ
installers to put in a system they haven’t
designed. That is a major issue. I see it every
day, people paying a lot of money for systems
and not getting what they wanted.
www.ecogeneration.com.au
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If it works out here,
it works anywhere.

Suntech Panels started life in Australia based on Australian
technology and Australian R&D conducted through partnerships
with some of Australia’s best researchers at the University of NSW,
Monash University and ANU, where many of our solar innovations
were developed.
So it should come as no surprise that our PV panels are specially
designed to handle Australia’s unique and at times extreme
conditions.

continuous monitoring and testing, which guarantees the highest
quality and reliability in design and production to our customers.
We stand behind our solar panels with an industry leading 12-year
product warranty and 25-year performance warranty.
So contact our sales and marketing or tech support. We will look
after you, and your business.
suntech-power.com.au

Even Sydney’s weather can be unpredictable. 40 degrees one day.
Wind and hail stones the size of golf balls the next. And coastal
conditions can play havoc with solar panels. That’s why Suntech uses
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Trina Solar’s latest high-efficiency solution, the bifacial DUOMAX Twin is delivering as much as 25%
additional power generating capacity, thanks to its double-sided design. An innovative 60-cell solar
module, the DUOMAX Twin integrates the bifacial PERC cell and Duomax module, generating power
from both the front and back ensuring reliability and high performance in harsh environments.

PERC
Bifacial Power
Technology

60 CELL
Monocrystalline
Module
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FRONT 285~300
BACKSIDE 30~75W
Power Output Range

18.9~22.5%
Maximum
Efficiency

0~+5W
Power Output
Tolerance

australia.sales@trinasolar.com
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